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Introduction 
Spectroscopy has been used as a powerful tool for probing into the structure of atoms 
through the medium of atomic spectra. The radiation from different atoms and ions produced 
by various light sources such as arc, spark, high frequency discharge, plasma jets, radio 
frequency torches etc., when examined with the spectroscope provides the basis for 
spectrographic methods of the analysis of the composition of matters. The secret of this 
method lies in the fact that the spectrum of each atom or ion is unique. It is a pattern of lines 
whose wavelengths and relative intensities are characteristic of only that atom or ion. Hence, 
atomic spectra have long been recognised as providing key to the understanding of atomic 
structures. A large number of experiments involving ground and excited energy levels of 
atoms and ions have been carried out over years and the spectra of several atoms/ions and 
their isoelectronic sequences have been largely limited to the ground and low excited 
configurations of atoms and ions. 
Nowadays, quantum mechanics is routing' applied for calculating electronic levels 
and transition probabilities of atoms and ions. Calculated energies and transition 
probabilities are commonly used as an aid in the interpretation of the atomic spectra. In an 
attempt to predict atomic structures in region of the periodic system where experimental data 
is incomplete, it is of interest to do quantum calculations of atomic structures. Extensive 
self-consistent-field calculations of atomic structures have been carried out in the period of 
several decades by numerous investigators. Indeed, accurate data are still limited to ground 
and lower configurations of atoms and ions. The results of quantum calculations are quite 
helpful in the empirical analysis of observed spectra of ionized atoms. In recent past, general 
purpose automatic computer programs have been developed for calculating energy level, 
transition probabilities and other parameters even for complex and ionized atoms. In the 
present investigation, the results of HF calculations of excited electronic configurations of 
multiply ionized atoms of yttrium (Y VI, Y VII and Y VIII) are fully exploited to interpret 
the structure of these ions. These calculations include correction due to configuration 
interaction. The main interest in the calculation of atomic structure is the provision of results 
from which many other atomic properties can be evaluated. 
The most immediate application of studies of multiply ionized atoms is as a testbed 
for our understanding of the electronic structure of matter. Atomic spectral studies are of 
paramount importance in many ways. To build ion laser satisfying all requirements of 
physics industry, the level structure and transition probabilities of all usable ions must be 
known with great precision. The spectroscopy of charged atoms plays an important role in 
research directed towards understanding solar flares, and in providing real-time diagnostics 
to predict their influence on earth. Charged ions are widely used in the fabrication of 
microelectronics devices. The field of nanotechnology is a natural one to benefit from the 
unique characteristics of multiply charged atoms. Recently, a great deal of attention has been 
devoted to quantum computing because of its critical importance for national security. One 
of the most advanced schemes for quantum computing uses low charged ions. Apart from 
these above-mentioned useful applications, spectral studies of ionized atoms are in large 
demand from the various fields like: nuclear ftision diagnostics, cancer therapy, x-rays 
astrophysics, biotechnology etc. and, therefore, this increases the importance of completing 
our knowledge of the structure of atomic ions. 
The program of research on the spectral analysis of multiply ionized atoms started at 
Aligarh in November 1969. Our laboratory has been engaged in providing data on multiply 
ionized atoms since last four decades. More than thirty different elements have been studied 
so far. This dissertation deals with the spectral studies of multiply ionized atoms of yttrium 
(Y VI, Y VII and Y VIII) in the vacuum ultraviolet wavelength region in continuation of 
earlier work. Yttrium is a silvery-metallic transition metal with the following characteristics; 
atomic number: 39, atomic weight: 88.9059 g mol"', density: 4.472 g cm'\ melting point: 
m I526°C, boiling point: 3336°C, specific heat capacity: 26.53 J mol K . Yttrium occurs 
nearly all of the rare-earth minerals and is never found in nature as a free element. The most 
important use of yttrium compounds is in making phosphors, such is the red ones used in 
television cathode ray tube displays and in LEDs. Other uses include the production of 
electrodes, electrolytes, electronic filters, lasers, superconductors, medical applications, and 
as traces in various materials to enhance their properties. Because of such promising 
applications the further investigations of yttrium to improve its properties is desirable. 
Consequently, study of the energy states of yttrium is of major significance. 
In this dissertation, atomic structures of multiply ionized yttrium atoms are studied 
using both theoretical and experimental approaches. Accurate transition probabilities and 
energy levels for different configurations are calculated with the help of atomic structure 
codes and these theoretical results serve as benchmarks for experiment and other studies. A 
number of spectrograms are measured in the region of 90-430A, which were produced under 
different excitation conditions. Our activity in this area is supported by the recordings of the 
yttrium spectra at the Physics Department of Lund University, Sweden. The basic procedure 
and technicalities involved will be discussed at length in the following chapters. Chapter 1 
deals the basic theory of the atomic structures and Chapter 2 describes the experimental 
details of the present work. The results of the spectral analyses of Y VI, Y VII and Y VIll, 
constitute the subject matter of the Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 respectively. Energy 
levels and all classified lines along with their intensities are given at the end of the 
respective chapter. 
Chapter 1 
Theoretical Calculation of Atomic Structures 
Spectroscopic studies of the light emitted or absorbed by atoms and ions date from 
the early nineteenth century. From these studies, it gradually became clear that the particular 
wavelengths of light associated with atoms of a given element are characteristic of that 
element, and that spectral information must therefore provide clues to the internal structure 
of the atom. Our knowledge of the structure of atoms was influenced strongly by the 
investigations made by Bom, Heisenberg, Schrodinger, Pauli, Dirac, and other researcher in 
between 1920 and 1930. 
The first real success appeared in 1913 with Bohr's theory of the hydrogen atom. The 
postulate of Bohr's theory laid the foundation stone for the basic theory of atomic structure. 
He suggested that an atomic electron can circle its nucleus only in certain orbits and an atom 
emits or absorbs a photon of light only when an electron jumps from one permitted orbit to 
another. In 1926, Schrodinger developed a new approach to atomic phenomena under the 
name of Quantum Mechanics. Schrodinger's equation is used for all the theoretical 
prediction in atomic physics and its time independent form provides ground for the structure 
calculations of the atoms and atomic ions. The time independent Schrodinger's equation is 
Hy/{r,G,(p) = Ey/{r,e,(p) (1.1) 
where E is energy, H is Hamiltonian operator and \|/ is wave function. It gives explanation 
for the theory of atomic structure and its spectra. The fundamental task, therefore, lies in the 
calculation of the wave function for each quantum state. 
The problem of analyzing a one-electron spectrum is quite simple because for such a 
system exact solutions of Schrodinger's wave equation are known. For instance, the 
normalized wave function for hydrogen atom can be written as [ 1 ] 
ryJm,*\m,\)l2 \(2l^V\(l-\m IV 
u,„y,9,<p) = ^ V r nl m " K,ir)Pr'{oose)e-- (1.2) 
-JAn V (/+|w, I)! 
where R^,(r) = ^^^ (1.3) 
r 
and where Rni, or P„,, is normalized so that 
][PA^)fcir = \ (1.4) 
0 
Systems having more than one-electron are too complex to handle as exact solution 
for them is not possible. Though Schrodinger's equation provide correct starting for the 
study of more complex atoms but methods used are too complicated. Therefore, we are 
forced to rely on approximations which are good enough to give qualitative as well as 
quantitative agreement with experiment. The detailed theory of atomic structure and spectra 
can be found in refs. [1-7]. 
1.1. Central Field Approximation 
This model was worked out during 1920's [1]. This approximation is good enough to 
account for the periodic system of the elements, the general size and energies of the atoms 
and the spectrum of the neutral alkali atoms in fair detail. The main assumption of this 
approximation is that each electron moves in a central or spherically symmetrical, force field 
produced by the nucleus and other electrons. Since each electron is assumed to be acted on 
by the symmetrically averaged charge distribution of each other electron, the potential 
arising from this spherically averaged charge distribution and from the nucleus itself is 
spherically symmetrical. Therefore, the solution of Schrodinger's equation for an electron 
moving in that potential becomes a simpler problem on the account of spherical symmetry. 
1.2. Self-Consistent-Field Method 
Hartree in 1928, proposed his method known as Hartree Self-Consistent Field 
Method for solving central field problems. He found that he could set up manageable 
procedure for determining his self-consistent field, based on a method of iteration, or 
successive approximations. He used the final function of one step as the starting function of 
the next step. Fortunately, he found that his process converged, by carrying through a 
number of cycles. He came out with wave fianctions which were self-consistent, to a very 
good approximation. The wave function of an electron in such a spherical field is very 
similar to the hydrogenic function given in Eq. (1.2) with only difference in the radial 
function. 
The wave function for an atom with N-electrons can be constructed by taking the 
product of wave ftinctions of all the electrons as 
y/{r,e^(p„....r^e^(p^) = «„,;,„/, (A-|^,^,)....W„^,^„;^ (r^^^^^) (1.5) 
The spin quantum number ms has not been considered in this wave fiinction. The function of 
Eq. (1.5) is not an exact solution of Schrodinger's equation for the atom; rather, it is an 
approximate function containing the undetermined radial wave function R„|(r). The 
variation method is applied to minimize the energy by varying these radial wave functions. 
The average value of the Hamiltonian for an N-electron system is given by 
iHl,=~^{iW,'-^{i)— + j;^(pairs i,j)- (1.6) 
', 
2Z 2 
substituting -V,^ = / and — = g in Eq. (1.6), we get 
iH\p= Z(oy;+I(P«/>^/,y)g, (1.7) 
The operator f, operates on the coordinates of only one-electron while g, operates on the 
coordinates of two electrons. These are called one-electron and two-electron operators 
respectively. The contribution from these operators to the average value of the Hamiltonian 
is computed by integrating over the coordinates of the electrons, 
0 
and 
P.,iX^,)dr (1.8) 
{ij\g\ij) = ^1«,/,;V.) = JKlO^ .k ) ; ^^^^ ' - , (1.9) 
0 0 
where r(b) is the larger of the two variables r,, r^ . The average Hamiltonian in terms of 
above integrals can be written as 
(^L = Y.^)I{n,l,)^Y.^pairsi,j)F\n,l,-n/^) (1.10) 
The variation of the one-electron orbitals is carried out so as to minimize the average 
Hamiltonian of Eq. (1.10) and finally the fundamental Hartree equations so obtained can be 
written as 
d^ /,(/,+l) IZ ^ , ..1^1 , , I ^ PAO= e„,P,{r,) (1.11) 
where 
drj (1.12) 
K'J^ 0 r, 
These equations are of a form called integrodifferential equations: as the unknown function 
Pn I (O appears in a differential equation when ordinarily found and also in terms of certain 
integrals, like Y '^s . Since Eq. (1.11) is derived from the variation method its interpretation is 
very simple that it is the radial wave equation for an electron moving in a spherical potential 
produced by the nuclear charge of Z units and by the spherically averaged charge 
distributions of all other electrons. 
1.3. Hartree-Fock Method 
The origin of the Hartree-Fock method dates back to the end of the 1920s, soon after 
the derivation of the Schrodinger's equation. As already mentioned, D. R. Hartree 
introduced the self-consistent field method to calculate approximate wave functions and 
energies for atoms and ions. He solved the many-body time-independent Schrodinger's 
equation from fundamental physical principles i.e. ab initio and this method of solution is 
known as Hartree method. In 1930, Slater and V.A.Fock (independently) pointed out that 
Hartree method did not respect the principle of anfi-symmetry of the wave fianction. Since, 
the wave function T does not include the spin quantum number ms so far. Fock introduced 
an antisymmetric wave function in a determinantal form. An SCF calculation that uses 
antisymmetrized spin orbitals is called the Hartree Fock Method in which a determinantal 
function or a linear combination of determinantal wave functions is used to satisfy the 
condition of antisymmetrization. 
Hartree-Fock calculation is one of the simple methods for solving the many-body 
problems. This method assumes that the exact, N-body wave function of the system can be 
approximated by a single Slater determinant (in the case where closed shells are considered, 
for e.g., as in an inert gas atom) of N spin-orbitals. The determinantal wave function 
introduced may be written in the following form [1] 
«,(1)«,(2) u,{N) 
"2(1)". (2) ".(A^) 
^ = (7V!) % (1.13) 
(1.14) 
««(!)"/. (2) ^A^) 
here each of the spin orbital ui includes the coordinates of space and spin. The Hartree-Fock 
method arises from varying these orbitals to minimize the average energy, maintaining the 
subsidiary conditions, namely, the normalization of all ui's and the orthogonality of any two 
Ui's associated with the same mj. The average value of the Hamiltonian is given as, 
(^L= I(oK(i)y;«,(Wv,+ 
J^ipairs i, j) \u;{\)u;{T)g,, [u,{\)u^{2)-d{m^,m^^)uX2)u^{\)\dv,dv, 
where Ui(l), for example, denotes the fiinction of u, of an electron at position xiyiZ|. The 
integration over dvi and dv2 is only over the spatial coordinates. The term 5(msimsj), which is 
1 if msi = msj, zero otherwise, arises because the exchange integral is zero unless the two 
spin-orbitals have the same values of ms, on account of the summation over spins, which are 
not written in Eq. (1.14). 
Then invoking the variational principle to minimize the average energy a set of N-coupled 
equations are derived for the N-spin orbitals 
-V,^« , ( l ) -^« , (1) + IO-)K(2)f«.(2)^-
' n 
ILU) 5[m^,m^^) \u;{2)^u,{2)dv. 
",(1)-
(1.15) 
The left hand side of above equation consists of four terms. The first and second terms are 
the kinetic and potential energy contributions respectively. The third term, or Hartree term, 
is the simply electrostatic potential arising fi-om the charge distribution of electrons. The 
fourth term is called the exchange term. The exchange term results from the inclusion of 
Pauli principle and the assumed determinantal form of the wave function. The effect of 
exchange is for electrons of like-spin to avoid each other. Each electron of a given spin is 
consequently surrounded by an "exchange hole", a small volume around the electron which 
avoid like-spin electron. 
Solution of these equations yields the Hartree-Fock wave function and energy of the 
systems which are approximation of the exact ones. Hartree-Fock method gives accurate 
results for heavy atoms but not for too heavy ones, which require relativistic corrections in 
the theory. This method also finds its typical application in the solution of the electronic 
Schrodinger's equafion of atoms, molecules and solids and it has also found widespread use 
in nuclear physics. In our laboratory of atomic spectroscopy, HF calculations are performed 
using R. D. Cowan's atomic structure code [discussed in section 1.4]. 
1.4. Theoretical Calculation of Atomic Spectra Using Cowan's 
Code 
For simple configurations involving only one or two subshells, it is feasible to 
calculate energy levels with the aid of a desk calculator provided no J-matrix is larger than 
2x2, or provided the coupling conditions lay close to some pure-coupling scheme so that the 
Hamiltonian matrix is nearly diagonal in the appropriate pure-coupling representation. But, 
with the development of modem digital electronic computers, self-consistent solutions to the 
H and HF equations as well as calculation of radial function Pni(r) is vastly simplified by the 
wide availability of appropriate computer programs. The structural calculations in this 
dissertation have been carried out by using R. D. Cowan's computer code. 
Using the Slater-Condon theory of atomic structure, approximate, but still very 
usefiil, ab initio calculations can be made of atomic energy levels and spectra, either in the 
single-configurafion approximation or including configuration-interaction effects. For this 
purpose, there are required theoretical values of certain quantities like, the total binding 
energy of the spherically-averaged atom, the electrostatic and spin-orbit radial integrals F'^ , 
G'' and (,, the more general Slater integrals R'', the dipole radial integrals for the transitions in 
question etc. The best wave fijnctions to use for evaluating these quantities are ones obtained 
by solution of the Hartree-Fock equations for the spherically averaged atom. However, these 
equations are sufficiently complex that for certain types of excited configurations it becomes 
difficult to obtain convergence to self-consistent solutions, even when fairly accurate initial 
estimates are available for the wave functions and eigenvalues. Cowan [5], therefore, 
simplified the process by taking up the original Hartree scheme and subtracting the coulomb 
self-interaction that occurs in Hartree-Fock method and dominates exchange term at large r. 
In the remaining portion of the Hartree-Fock exchange terms, he replaced the Hartree-Fock-
Slater potential by classical potential energy for the density p - p' (for the electrons other 
than 'i'). He then included some corrections for relafivistic and correlation effects. Cowan 
developed a computer code involving the basic theory behind the structure of atoms and 
incorporating some of his own suggestions to solve essentially the Slater parameters ( F*^ , G'' 
and R*"), Eav and C 
In the single-configuration approximation of the Slater-Condon theory of atomic 
structure, the energies of the various states of the field-fi-ee atom are given by the 
eigenvalues of matrices (one matrix for each possible value of total angular momentum) 
whose elements connecting states b and b may be written in the form [8] 
H,,=E,A.+I,[f^i''(i,jj)+g^G'(i„i^)yj;^d,<;{i,) (1.16) 
ijk I 
if only the most important interactions are included. Here /, and Ij are orbital angular-
momentum quantum numbers of electrons of a configuration 
i?i;' c (1.17) 
of incompletely filled subshells. Eav is the average energy of all states (not levels) of the 
configuration. The electrostatic and spin-orbit interaction parameters F'^ , G'^ , and (, are 
commonly treated as empirically adjustable quantities to be determined by least-squares 
fitting of observed energy levels, but are theoretically defined in terms of the radial portions 
R, (r) of the one-electron wave functions 
10 
^*(^" 0 = ] ] ^ ^ <('-,K(^2)^,(0^.('-2)'-.V^'-,^^2 (1-18) 
0 0 '> 
^M^" 0 = 11^ "^ R:(r,)R]{r,)R,{r,)R,{n)rCr,'dr,dr, (1.19) 
0 0 '> 
4'(() = la'Ji?,^(r)(c?F/afr)rc/A- (1.20) 
0 
where r< and r> are respectively the lesser and greater of the distances ri and r2 of the 
electrons from the nucleus and a s 1/137 is the fine-structure constant. F*(l„ Ij represents 
that part of the electrostatic energy which depends on orientation of / vectors and is 
responsible for the separation of terms with different L-values with same spin in LS 
coupling. G*f7„ IJ give energy due to exchange forces which depends on the spin 
orientations. They cause the splitting of terms with equal L but different total spin S. The 
radials F'' and G'^  are referred as Slater parameters. COJ represents spin-orbit interaction 
energy. The magnetic spin-orbit interactions are introduced as perturbation, which gives the 
fine structure splitting of the terms. 
The parameter coefficients fk, gk, d, in Eq. (1.16) depend on the angular quantum 
numbers of the basis states b and b' of the configuration (1.17) in the chosen representation, 
but are independent of the radial wave functions and, therefore, of the particular atom or ion 
which exhibits this configuration. In 1940's G. Racah developed general analytical methods 
for calculating these coefficients, but encountered many difficulties as the calculated 
numerical values of only few specific configurations were known. Moreover, except for a 
few extremely simple cases, use of the published coefficient values for the calculation of the 
atomic energy levels is not a job for hand computation. Accordingly, it appeared desirable to 
consider construction of a general computer program for the calculation of coefficients as 
needed, for an arbitrary configuration and also with a minimum of necessary input 
information. 
In 1968, Cowan designed a computer program for calculation of atomic energy levels 
and spectra using digital computers. This program calculates the decimal values of 
parameter coefficients for any arbitrary configuration. It evaluates and diagonalizes the 
energy matrices required in order to obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the states 
11 
belonging to the configuration on question. An outline of two computer programs [9] for 
theoretical calculation of atomic spectra is sketched out in Fig. (1.1). 
1.4.1. Structure of Cowan code 
The Cowan Code is a FORT AN program created at Los Alamos by R.D. Cowan in 
1968. It can be run in Linux and Windows environment. It consists of four sub-codes: RCN, 
RCN2, RCG and RCE. This suite of four programs calculates atomic structures and spectra 
via the superposition-of-configuration method. A basic overview of all of the four sub-codes 
will now be discussed so as to provide a rough outline of the basic calculational procedure. 
RCN 
This program calculates one-electron radial wave functions Pni (r) (bound or free) for 
each of any number of specified electron configurations via any of the following 
homogenous differential approximations to Hartree-Fock method: 
Hartree (H) 
Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) 
Hartree plus Statistical Exchange (HX) 
Hartree Slater (HS) 
Hartree-Fock (HF) 
Since RCN is the first program of all of the four sub-codes, therefore, the primary 
information is always given to RCN, and each program automatically provides input 
information to the next program in succession. A typical example of the input file prepared 
to calculate the structure of Y VIII for the both parities, is given in Table 1.1. The first line 
in this input file is a universal control card (the word "card" is used to refer to a line of an 
input file in FORTRAN) followed by two lists, in the same format, specifying electronic 
configurations for the atom/ion in question. The first list of configurations of the same 
parity is the ground states for the transitions. The second list is the list of the excited 
states, of different parity. The code calculates wave functions and transitions between the 
12 
Wave function 
program 
(RCN/RCN2) Input: (1) Element 
(2) Configuration(s) 
Output: 
(1) Wave functions 
(2) <r"> 
(3) Energies 
(4) F\G\Ci 
(5) Dipole Integral 
Energy level and spectrum program (RCG) 
Input: 
(1) Configuration(s) 
(cfp deck for each /") 
Output: 
(1) Energy coefficient matrices 
(2) Dipole coefficient matrices 
Input: 
(l)Eav 1 each 
(2) F\G\Ci J configuration 
(3) Dipole Integral 
" r 
Output: 
(1) Energy levels 
(2) Eigenvectors 
(various couplings) 
(3) g-values 
(4) a, X, gf, gA 
(5) Graph of gf vs. o 
Fig. 1.1. An outline of two computer programs for theoretical calculation of atomic 
structure and spectra 
13 
Table 1.1. Input file for RCN program to run Cowan code 
2 0 0 - 9 0 0 2 0 1 . 0 . 2 5 .e -08 l . e - 1 1 - 2 00290 0 1 . 0 0 . 6 5 0 . 0 1 . 0 0 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
-1 
8Y VIIIs2p2 
8Y VIII 4p4 
BY VIIIsp2d 
BY VIIIsp3 
BY VIIIp4d 
BY VlllpSd 
BY VIIIpSs 
BY VIIIp6s 
3D10 
3D10 
3D10 
3D10 
3D10 
3D10 
3D10 
3D10 
4S2 
4F4 
4S1 
4S1 
4S2 
4S2 
4S2 
4S2 
4P2 
4P2 
4P3 
4P1 
4P1 
4P1 
4P1 
4D 
4D 
5D 
5S 
6S 
Note: The first line is a control card. 
39 in the P'column is the atomic number. Y in 2"'^ column represents name of the element and 8 the 
spectrum no. ^^ column represents configuration and 4"^  column represents electronic distribution. 
14 
configurations specified only. RCN program also calculates the various radial integrals F'', 
G \ Cni and Eav for each configuration involving approximate relativistic and correlation 
energy corrections. 
RCN2 
This code is an interface program that uses the output wave functions from RCN to 
calculate the configuration-interaction Coulomb integrals (R'^) between each pair of 
interacting configurations and the electric-dipole (Ei) and/or electric quadrupole (E2) radial 
integrals between each pair of configurations. The input file IN2 for RCN2 is a two-card 
input with first line as the control card on which most of items have universal values. 
Among the different universal items on the control card, there lies a term "8599857580" 
which represents 2-digit scale factors (in percent, 99 representing 100%) for respectively F 
between equivalent electrons, spin orbit parameters, F*^  and G^ between non-equivalent 
electrons, and configuration-interaction K^ radial integrals. Basically, scaling of HF 
Coulomb radial integrals is done in order to get eigenvalues in better agreement with 
experimental energy levels. For neutral or weakly ionized systems, smaller factors are used 
while factors approaching unity are found to be appropriate for highly ionized systems. 
RCN2 also calculates automatically all the quantities required by the next program for the 
calculation of the energy levels and spectra of an atom and prepares the input file for RCG. 
RCG 
The third part of the Cowan's program, using Racah algebra technique, sets up 
energy matrices for each possible value of the total angular momentum J, diagonalizes each 
matrix to get eigenvalues (energy levels) and eigenvectors (multi-configuration and 
intermediate-coupling wave functions in various possible angular momentum coupling 
representation) and then computes Mi (Magnetic dipole), E2 and/or Hi radiation spectra with 
wavelengths, oscillator strengths, radiative transition probabilities and radiative lifetimes. 
When a continuum (free) electron is present, then other options like photoionization cross-
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sections, auto-ionization transition probabilities, total lifetimes and branching ratios for auto-
ionization are also computed. 
Beside this, the average purities of all the configurations of both parities in LS as 
well as in jj coupling scheme given by RCG helps to decide the suitable coupling scheme to 
be used. It has a provision to recalculate the whole things by using more appropriate Slater 
parameters which are finally obtained from the last part of the code i.e. by running the least 
squares fitted parametric calculations. 
RCE 
The basic purpose of RCE is to adjust the values of various theoretical parameters so 
as to produce computed atomic energy levels in the best possible agreement with 
experimentally known level values. When sufficient numbers of levels are experimentally 
known, then these known levels are used as an input for the RCE programs to recalculate the 
Slater parameters by making them fi"ee and adjust themselves in accordance with the 
observed energy levels in the iteration process. The fitting process is carried out until the 
parameter values no longer change from one iteration cycle to the next or for a specified 
maximum number of cycles. Sometimes, because of setup errors of one sort or another, RCE 
fails to converge properly and it has to be rerun with altered control variables. To facilitate 
setting up starting parameter values for the rerun, RCE writes on an output file, which 
contains final least-squares parameter values and which can be edited into the RCG input 
file for a repeat run with the new parameter values to recalculate the transition probabilities 
of few missing levels by RCG program. The final run of the RCE gives the exact LS 
percentage composition of the various levels and the least squares fitted parameters. 
The programs RCN, RCN2, RCG and RCE are all in FORTRAN 77. They were 
originally developed in the 1960's on the IBM 7030 {Stretch) and subsequently modified 
(with addition of many new features and options) to run on other IBM, CDC and CRAY 
mainfi-ames, various VAXs and MicroVAXs, SUN and IBM RISC workstations and 
Macintosh Centris 650 computers. They have also been successfully used on Apollo, 
Hewlett-Packard and PC-type computers. The structural calculations in this dissertation have 
been carried out on an IBM computer running Windows XP operating system. 
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1.5. Least-Squares Method 
Once considerable progress has been made in the interpretation of observed spectrum 
lines and in deduction of associated energy levels with the aid of ab initio calculations, the 
Slater-Condon theory is applied in quite a different manner for the semi-empirical checking 
and interpretation of observed energy levels with the help of the least-squares calculations. 
The radial integrals Eav, F'', G'^ , C, and R^ are considered simply as adjustable parameters, 
whose values are to be determined empirically so as to give the best possible fit between the 
calculated eigenvalues and the observed energy levels. The accuracy of the fit is measured 
by means of the standard deviation 
s = 
nE'~T^) 
N,-N^ 
(1.21) 
where the T'^  are the observed energy levels (or "term value") and the E are the computed 
eigenvalues, Nk is the number of levels being fit, and Np is the number of adjustable 
parameters involved in the fit [2]. 
The application of the semi-empirical least-squares approach helps in ascertaining 
the proper configuration and other quantum numbers for designating experimentally 
observed but unidentified levels i.e. to determine the most appropriate pure-coupling 
representafion to use for the designation of the energy levels. The ratio of LSF to HP 
parameter values are also determined, to provide estimates of scale factors to be used in 
ab initio calculations for cases where experimental levels are unknown. Least-squares 
calculations give more accurate wave functions (eigenvectors) than those given by ab initio 
calculafions, for use in improved calculations of transitions probabilities, Zeeman effect 
splitting, etc. However, the least-squares eigenvectors are actually poorer than the ab initio 
ones, as they are usually a result of inadvertent forced fitting of perturbed levels, or of other 
feature not adequately accounted for in the theoretical expressions employed, therefore, in 
such cases, a judicious mixture of the ab initio and least-squares approaches are used and 
this is employed by fixing theoretical values for a parameter whose value is not well 
determined by least squares fitting. 
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Chapter 2 
Experimental Techniques 
2.1. Light Sources 
Atoms and molecules radiate light whenever they possess excess energy. The 
probability of emission of the radiation has widely differing values depending on the state to 
which the atom (or molecule) has been excited. In some states, this probability is so high 
that radiation will almost certainly occur in the brief time in which the atom or molecule 
remains undisturbed between collisions. In other states (metastable), this probability for 
radiation is very low and the radiation is unlikely to take place under laboratory conditions, 
prior to some collision which will relieve the atom or molecule of its excess energy. An 
atom or molecule may receive energy in four ways: 
(1) By collision with an electron of sufficient kinetic energy. 
(2) By absorption of radiation of suitable frequency. 
(3) In collisions with other atoms or molecules which possess appropriate amounts of excess 
energy. 
(4) By thermal excitation, in which a share of the internal energy of the system goes to 
excitation of some of its component atoms or molecules. 
Different excitation sources that are conventionally used for obtaining the line 
spectra of chemical elements are flame, arc, spark, discharge at low pressure (high frequency 
discharge, hollow-cathode discharge and vacuum spark discharge), plasma jets, radio 
frequency torches and laser produced plasma. The principal difference between flames, arcs, 
and sparks is the manner in which the excitation energy is supplied. For instance, in flame 
spectra and in furnace spectra, the energy is supplied thermally to the atoms or molecules of 
the system and so process (4) is the means of excitation. In fluorescent spectra, process (2) 
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plays the leading role. But for most sources, where energy is supplied electrically, (1) is the 
primary mechanism even if sometimes modified by other processes. 
Light sources can be classified according to the spectrum they emit. Because of the 
great variety of experiments in radiation physics, no single light source would fulfil all 
experimental requirements. The choice of source depends on the application. The detailed 
description of various sources can be found in refs. [1-3]. 
2.1.1. Condensed vacuum spark source 
A condensed vacuum spark source was used to record the yttrium spectra at the Lund 
University (Sweden). The electrical circuit of this source is shown in Fig. 2.1. The spark is 
produced by connecting the secondary of a transformer across an insulated electrode-holder 
which carries the test samples. A condenser C (0.5 |aF) is connected in parallel across the 
secondary, to provide the necessary current density. A high resistance is used in H.T side to 
control the current that charges the condenser. This resistance also obstructs the back flow of 
current at the time of the discharge of the condenser. The inductance of the circuit should be 
very low or the voltage extremely high, to provide radiation from extremely highly ionized 
atoms. Therefore, an inductance is purposefiiUy introduced in series with the light source. 
The inductance is varied in the circuit in the form of 2,4,10 or 15 turns of copper coil, each 
contributing a few mH, wounded on a wooden frame. This varies the condition of the 
excitation of the spectrum. The inductance determines the time constant of the circuit, hence, 
it regulates the energy content of the spark and controls the ionization of the hot plasma 
instantaneously produced at the time of discharge. This additional inductance also helps in 
identifying the state of ionization producing unknown spectral lines, since, radiation from 
the most highly ionized atoms disappears first, as the series inductance is increased. This 
open spark source is operated under a voltage of about 40 kV, while a pressure of about 
10" torr is maintained inside it. This could produce spectra of few times ionized atoms of 
yttrium at minimum inductance. Usually in the open spark sources, the electrodes are rapidly 
worn away and the sputtered material clogs the spectrograph slit. Therefore, this open spark 
could be produced at lower voltages and with less sputtering of electrode material if the 
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Fig. 2.1. Circuit diagram of the condensed vacuum spark source 
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electrodes are separated by an appropriate material called 'spacer'. Since the spark actually 
slides through the spacer, it is generally called sliding sparlc source. An alumina (AI2O3) 
spacer is used with capacitor of the order of 0.03 to 0.1 ^F charged to 20-40 kV. The usual 
condensed spark does not always give the uniform and reproducible relative line intensities 
desired in quantitative spectro-chemical analysis. Therefore, an external spark gap is used in 
series with the vacuum sliding spark to ensure that the discharge breaks down at a constant 
potential since the spacer tends to become coated slightly with electrode material causing a 
reduction in its surface resistance. Sliding spark source possesses an added advantage that 
there is less Stark broadening of spectral lines. Oxygen and aluminium lines along with the 
carbon lines which are mainly because of the deposition of the carbon on the electrodes 
occur on the spectrum of the sliding spark source. These impurity lines superpose on the 
spectrum of the element and are very useful as references in spectral measurements and 
determination of wavelengths. 
2.2. Spectrograph 
Spectroscopy is a tool for the study of the energy states of the atom and molecule. 
When the energy states of any atom are known in reasonable detail, then its spectrum 
becomes an index of the excitation conditions in the light source, whether, that source is the 
atmosphere of a star or a gas discharge tube in the laboratory. The instrument used to 
produce a photographic image of any spectrum is "spectrograph". It is, therefore, a 
powerful tool for the investigation of the nature and properties of the material emitting the 
radiation and for determining the structure of the radiating or absorbing atoms or molecules. 
Various types of spectrographs [1-3] are used for this purpose. Depending on the region of 
investigation, the choice of appropriate spectrograph is made. 
Important factors which govern the design of spectrographs in vacuum ultraviolet 
region include the requirements of spectral range, dispersion and resolution, flexibility and 
convenience of operation. Generally, three types of instruments are available: prism 
spectrograph, normal-incidence grating spectrograph and grazing-incidence grating 
spectrograph. A prism instrument is entirely adequate in the Schumann region for the study 
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of simple line spectra and absorption bands. But it does not have adequate resolution to 
study complex atomic spectra or the rotational structure of the bands of diatomic molecules. 
If the investigation lies in very short wavelength region then, the use of grazing-incidence 
grating spectrograph is better, this can record spectrum up to few angstroms. For wavelength 
above 200A, the normal-incidence spectrograph is chosen. Grazing-incidence and normal-
incidence grating spectrographs have been used for the recording in the present 
investigation, so they will be discussed here briefly. 
2.2.1. NormaMncidence grating spectrograph 
When the angle of incidence of the ray striking the surface of the grating is less than 
approximately 10°, the radiation is considered to be directed at normal incidence to the 
grating. Spectrographs are generally referred to the size of grating and type of mount. For 
instance, a 3-m normal-incidence spectrograph is an instrument using grating with a radius 
of curvature of 3m and with angle of incidence close to zero degree. Some of the data in our 
analysis have been used from the recordings of the Lund University's 3-m normal-incidence 
spectrograph. So, few general features of this spectrograph will be briefly described here. 
The vacuum tank of this spectrograph is shaped like a grand piano and is made of aluminium 
sheets bolted together with rubber gaskets in grooves along the joints. The evacuation of 
spectrograph is done by means of backing pump and diffusion pump for the pressure of 
10'^  - 10'* torr. To prevent deformation of the large bottom and top sheets while the tank is 
evacuated, they are supported by vertical thick aluminium plates. These aluminium plates 
are supplied with aperture to permit the passage of light. The schematic diagram of the 
normal-incidence spectrograph is shown in Fig. 2.2. It is quite clear from the diagram that 
the vacuum tank forms a rigid frame for the optical components; slit, grating and plate 
holder. The grating is mounted towards the bottom of the tank, while the source is placed on 
a side of the base, and the plate holder is placed at centre made of a cylindrical metallic 
surface. The grating used is gold coated grating having 1200 grooves/mm over a ruled 
surface of 65 xl50 mm .^ The mounting of grating can be adjusted with several screws and 
focusing can be achieved from the outside while the instrument is evacuated. Plate holder of 
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Fig. 2.2. Schematic diagram of 3-metre normal-incidence spectrograph 
Parts: supports (A-A), source (S), slit (B), grating (G), plate holder (D-D), 
zero order window (W) 
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length 770 mm is carefully machined to form part of the Rowland circle matching the radius 
of curvature of the grating. The photographic plates are pressed against the cylindrical 
surfaces of the plate holder by means of a metallic cork-lined railing (three 10" plates can be 
easily fitted against the holder). Plate holder can be moved in the direction perpendicular to 
the plane of Rowland circle and several positions can be chosen. Thus, several exposures 
can be recorded on each plate without disturbing the vacuum. The plate holder is mounted 
on a metal plate which serves as a vacuum tight lid between the plate holder compartment 
and the main tank, which is shut when the plate holder is moved to its extreme upper 
position. 
The slit is mounted on the end wall beside the plate holder and can also be removed 
without disturbing vacuum system. A window is also mounted in the tank wall at a position 
which allows the zero-order light beam to emerge. This arrangement makes it possible to 
inspect the slit visually during exposure. The light from the source passes through this 
horizontal slit and falls on the grating with an angle of about 10° and diffracted light is 
received by the photographic plate. Detailed description of the spectrograph can be found in 
ref [4]. 
2.2.2. Grazing-incidence grating spectrograph 
The actual wavelength limit attained by any instrument depends on the angle of 
incidence as well as on the light source, photographic plates, exposure, and on other factors. 
The wavelength range attainable by normal-incidence vacuum spectrographs extends up to 
200A through the application of the vacuum spark as a source which has higher excitation 
and operates in a higher vacuum. Since the reflectivity of all grating materials decreases with 
the decrease in wavelength, the normal-incidence set-up fails to record wave-length below 
200A. To overcome this problem, the spectrograms are recorded using grazing-incidence 
spectrographs. In this type of set-up, high angles of incidence on the grating are used so that 
the light striking tangentially on the grating surface undergoes total-reflection. A diagram of 
the concave-grating mounting with high angle of incidence, focused along the Rowland 
circle is shown in Fig. 2.3. The choice of angle depends on the wavelength range to be 
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Fig. 2.3. Schematic diagram of grazing-incidence spectrograph 
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investigated and its dependency can be seen from the formula for critical angle, 
sin e^={e/c)Ayj{N/;rm) (2.1) 
where, e and m are charge and the mass of the electron; c is velocity of light; N is the 
number of electrons per unit volume; 0 = 90-a, a is the angle of incidence and l. is the wave-
length above which there is critical reflection. 
Since sin6 is proportional to X, the shortest wave-length that can be obtained are 
320A, I6OA, 75A, and 53A for angles of incidence of 0°, 60°, 80°, and 85.6° respectively if 
other conditions being comparable. With the increase in the angle of incidence, the 
astigmatism of the grating increases rapidly as well as the effect of the finite width of the 
grating and the length of the rulings becomes significant. Although, the angular dispersion 
increases at grazing incidence, the resolving power actually decreases. This can be seen from 
the fact that the resolving power is proportional to the optimum width of the grating which 
rapidly decreases as the angle of incidence increases. For small gratings, for example for 1 m 
radius, the optimum width and, hence, resolution is down by almost a factor of 10 at 88° 
compared with normal-incidence. The useful length of ruling is also small at high angles of 
incidence. Because of the astigmatism, only short lengths of the line are effective in 
contributing to the line intensity at any point, therefore, reduction in the exposed area of the 
grating in grazing-incidence spectrograph is done either by using diaphragm or by applying 
mask to the grating surface. Because of the high angles of incidence, the distance from slit to 
grating and from slit to zero-order is much smaller than in normal-incidence spectrographs, 
therefore, such spectrographs are much more compact than normal-incidence. The 
adjustment of grazing-incidence is somewhat more difficult than that of the near normal-
incidence spectrographs because it requires accurate levelling of the grating; adjustment of 
the rulings in parallel to the slit, fitting of the plate accurately in the focal curve and focusing 
accurately for large angle of incidence and diffracfion. 
Over the range in which both grazing-incidence and normal-incidence grating 
spectrographs are usefijl, the choice between the two types depends upon the application. If 
the weakest lines are to be observed, the greater reflecting power at grazing-incidence 
favours the use of an instrument of the grazing-incidence type. 
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2.3. Recording of Yttrium Spectra 
The present work is based on recordings of the yttrium spectra (Fig. 2.4(a), 2.4(b)) 
with the 3m normal-incidence and 5m grazing-incidence vacuum spectrograph at the Physics 
Department, Lund University, Sweden. As explained earlier, yttrium was excited in a 
sliding-spark discharge between metallic yttrium electrodes. An alumina (AI2O3) block was 
used as spacer between the electrodes of yttrium to establish good contact. Both electrodes 
were connected to capacitors of 0.03 to 0.1 ^F charged to 20-40 kV. A number of exposures 
were given, with different exposure times to obtain optimized line intensities on the 
spectrum. Basically, the number of shots (sparks) needed for an adequate exposure depends 
on several parameters like the charging potential, the wavelength region of interest, etc. 
Therefore, several exposures are taken on each plate at different conditions. There are many 
ways for varying the recording conditions, for instance, by varying the charging potential as 
the electrical energy is proportional to V^  or by introducing an inductance coil in the circuit, 
as higher induction quenches the higher ionizations. 
Once the recording is finished, the plates are developed under safe light in dark room 
using appropriate developer and then fixed for about 15-20 minutes in a rapid fixer. Next, 
the plates are transferred in a tray of running water for about an hour. Finally, it is left to dry 
for 30-40 minutes and then marking is done on the plates for its identification. 
2.4. Measurement of Spectrograms and Wavelength 
Calculations 
The spectrograms available to us are measured on the Zeiss Abbe comparator. The 
least count of the comparator is 0.0002 mm. The relative posifion and intensity of each 
spectral line on the plate is noted down. The intensity figures are the visual estimate of 
photographic blackening of the plate on the scale of 1-100. Also, the character of each line is 
viewed, for instance, the shape, its sharpness, broadness or any other speciality the line 
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might be showing. The data has been caUbrated into the wavelength by using the following 
relation: 
?t=A+Bx+Cx'+Dx' (2.2) 
where, A, B, C and D are simply constants and x is relative position of a line with 
wavelength X. Generally, the impurity lines of oxygen and aluminum introduced by the 
alumina-spacer on which the discharge slides are taken as standards [5]. These impurity 
lines sometimes create problems in the preparation of line list and the subsequent analysis. 
Comparison of wavelengths and relative spectral intensities is, therefore, done carefully to 
minimize difficulties. A computer program MOSFIT, developed by G. J. van het Hof of 
Amsterdam [6], is used to determine wavelengths of the unknown lines. It fits a polynomial 
of three to five degree and it has the option to use large number of standards that allow 
minimizing the error in the fit. Some known lines of yttrium are also utilized to get refined 
wavelengths. 
2.5. Ionization Separation 
As already mentioned, inductance coils were introduced into the discharge circuit of 
the source at the time of recording and various tracks on the plates were recorded using 
different turns of inductance coil. The introduction of these coils changes energy across 
electrodes and, hence, varies the excitation condition. This affects different ionization stages 
differently and, therefore, helps in separating out lines belonging to different ionizations. 
Increase in inductance reduces the discharge current to favour lower ionization stages at the 
expense of higher ones. Thus, intensity variation of the lines on different tracks separates the 
lines of different ionization stages. 
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Chapter 3 
Spectrum and Energy Levels of Y VI 
3.1. Introduction 
The five-times-ionized atom of yttrium (Y VI) is Se Mike in its electronic structure. 
The ground configuration is 4s^4p'', and the low-excited configurations are 4s4p , 4s 4p 4d 
and 4s^4p^5s. 
The Y VI spectrum was first observed by Chaghtai et al. [1]. The analysis included 
the levels of the ground configuration and about 45 excited odd levels belonging to 
4s^4p-'4d, 4s^4p-'5d, 4s^4p^5s, 4s^4p^6s and 4s^4p^7s configurations. Zalubas et al. [2] 
observed fundamental 4s^4p'' - 4s4p^ transitions in the 450-800A range and revised previous 
identifications [1] for the 'So level of the 4s^4p'' ground configuration. Subsequently, 
Chaghtai et al. [3] and Rahimullah et al. [4] reinvestigated the spectrum of Y VI and revised 
their previous work [1] on the 5s and 4d configurations. The study was further continued by 
Persson and Reader [5], they revised the energy-level system reported by Chaghtai et al. [3] 
and Rahimullah et al. [4] and extended to included all levels of the 4s^4p'', 4s4p\ 4s^4pMd, 
5s, 6s and 5p configurations, almost all 5d levels, half of the 7s levels and about one third of 
the levels of the 4s4p''4d+4sMp'^ 4f configurations. 
In the present study, the spectrum of the five-times-ionized yttrium atom (Y VI) is 
studied in the 90-430A range. About 107 lines are observed in this spectrum. Eight levels for 
the 4s4p'*4d+4s^4pMf configuration have been established for the first time. Among even 
excited configurations, almost all the levels of 4s^4p^5s, 22 levels of 4s^4p''4d and 7 levels of 
4s 4p 5d configurations have been verified. Fifty two level positions of experimentally 
unknown levels are predicted in this analysis with the help of multi-configuration interaction 
calculations. 
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3.2. Energy Level Structure of Y VI 
The neutral yttrium atom has atomic number 39, therefore, the complete electronic 
distribution of five-times-ionized yttrium will be as follows: 
i s \ 2s^ 2p^ 3s^ 3p^ 3d'°, 4s^ 4p^  
As already mentioned, the ion of Y VI is like the neutral atom of selenium, whose ground 
configuration, 4s^ 4p'* consists of the levels ^P2,1,0, 'D2 and 'So in order of increasing energy. 
The terms arising from the excited configurations used in the analysis, are as follows: 
4s4p^ ¥2,1,0 
'P, 
4s^4p^nd:(^S)^D3,2,i 
D4,3,2, 1,0 
( ' P ) ' P 2 , 1 , 0 
'D3,2, l 
F4, 3,2 
' P l , 'D2, 'F3 
('D)'S, 
P2,1,0 
' D 3 , 2 , 1 
F4, 3, 2 
G5, 4, 3 
' c . I D Irv I f 1/ So, Pl, D2, F3, G4 
4sMp'ns; CS)^S, 
^S2 
( ' P ) 'P2 , l ,0 
'P, 
( 'D)^D3,2 ,1 
'D2 
4sVnp:C*S)¥3,2, 
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('P) \ 
1,0 
1,0 
D^ 3,2, I 
So, 
( ' D ) ' P 2 . I . O 
^D3. 2, I 
F4, 3, 2 
•Pl, 
4sVnf:(''S)¥4,3.2 
'Pi, 
'D2, 
'D2 
^5,4,3 ,2 , 1 
( ' P ) ' D 3 , 2 , 1 
^F4, 3,2 
'-'5,4,3 
'D2, 
^D3. 2, 1 
'F3, 
4,3,2 
5,4,3 
6,5,4 
•Pl, 
4s4p'*4d: (^P) 'F5.4.3.2, 
'D2, 
-^D, 4,3,2,1,0 
^P3,2,: 
'F3, G4, 'H5 
"4,3,2 
D^ 3,2,1 
2,1,0 
( 'D) ' G 5 , 4 , 3 
'D, 
4,3,2 
D^ 3,2,1 
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'P2,1.0 
'G4, 'F3, 'D2, 'P , , 'So 
( 'S) ' D 3 , 2 , 1 
'D2 
3.3. Analysis and Discussion 
To carry out the spectral study of Y VI, energy levels and oscillator strengths were 
computed with the Hartree-Fock method using computer program of Cowan [6]. These 
calculations included configuration mixings between the four configurations (4s 4p , 
4s^4p^5p, 4s4p'*4d and 4s^4p^4f) of the 'even' parity and six configurations (4s4p\ 4s^4p^4d, 
4s^4p^5s, 4s^4p^5d, 4s^4p^6s and 4sHp^7s) of the 'odd' parity (Fig. 3.1.). The ab initio 
scaling of the energy parameters were as: 
Eav and C = 100% of HFR values 
F' '= 85% of HFR values 
G' '= 75% of HFR values 
R ' '= 80% of HFR values 
With the above scaling, reasonable prediction was achieved and analysis was carried out in 
the guidance of predicted transition probabilities. The levels were used to run least-squares 
fitted (LSF) parametric calculations. This allowed adjusting the energy parameters to the real 
values and hence a better prediction was obtained. The major contribution of these least-
squares calculations is that the large numbers of unknown levels are predicted. 
3.3.1. The even parity configurations 
The ground configuration, 4s^4p'', of Y VI was studied in detail by Zalubas et al. [2]. 
The intervals reported in ref [2] were obtained from the analysis of 4s - 4p transitions, 
which were situated in a more favourable wavelength region and the dispersion available 
was also larger. Therefore, the interval values of 4s^4p'' in the present study have been 
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adopted from the ref. [2]. The calculation was started by adjusting the Eav of the ground 
configuration such that ^?2 level value came out to be 0.0 cm' . 
The positions of the excited even configurations 4s^4p^5p, 4s4p''4d and 4s^ 4p-^ 4f 
estimated by means of multi-configuration interaction calculations, showed that in Y VI, the 
4f configuration lies just above 5p, while the 4s4p''4d configuration overlaps 5p. Most of the 
transitions from 4s4p^ to 4s^4p''5p do not lie in the spectral region which has been 
investigated while some of the lines which were falling in our region were found to be very 
weak. The study of 4s^4p^5p configuration is, therefore, left untouched. The level-values of 
this configuration used in the calculation have been taken fi-om the ref [5], 
Transitions 4s4p^ - 4s^4p^4f and 4s^4p^4d - 4s^4p^4f have been carefiilly analysed in 
the present analysis and when the levels of 4s^4p^4f configuration were sought out through 
these transitions, only two levels; ("^ S) 'F2 and (''S) ^¥3 reported in ref [5] were retained due 
to the fact that the earlier classified lines were very faint. However, with the help of the 
relativistic calculations performed in the present work, four levels of 4s 4p 4f configuration 
viz. (^ S) ¥2 (467026 cm"'), (^ D) % (487674 cm''), (^ D) D^a (495914 cm'') and (^ D) ^D, 
(497937 cm"') have been established for the first time and are given in Table 3.2. These 
levels showed very nice fit with LSF calculations and lines coming are found to be stronger 
in conformity with theoretical predictions. 
Most of the energy levels of 4s4p'*4d configurafion reported earlier [5] have escaped 
from being determined in the present work as transitions to them fainted out. With the help 
of Cowan's calculations, the 4s4p''4d - 4s4p^ analysis has been advanced fiirther to establish 
four more 4s4p^4d levels; (^ P) ^P,(b), ( 'D) ^D,, (^P) %(&) and ('S) 'D2 at 470353 cm"', 
474689 cm"', 478317 cm'' and 496707 cm"' respectively. It can be seen from Table 3.2 that 
these four levels got fitted very well with the calculated ones showing an average deviation 
of 197 cm"'. 
All of the newly classified lines of 4s4p''4d+4s^4pMf configurations have been 
studied with great caution. The results of the calculations predict the positions of 43 
unknown levels of 4s4p''4d+4s^4pMf configurations. The calculations also reveal heavy 
mixing between 4s^4p^5p and 4s4p''4d states caused by close coincidences between levels. 
They also show mixing between 4s^4pMf and 4s4p''4d states caused both by close 
coincidences between levels and by large interaction integrals. 
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Owing to the large number of experimentally unknown level positions of 4s'4p 4f 
and 4s4p'*4d configurations, it is not meaningful to try to determine the energy parameters in 
a least-squares fit and, therefore, most of the parameters for these two configurations were 
fixed at scaled HF values. The calculated percentage compositions of the levels in the even 
excited configurations are given in Table 3.2. The values of the energy parameters used in 
the calculations are given in Table 3.4. 
3.3.2. The odd parity configurations 
To interpret the odd configurations theoretically, the complete 
4s4p^ + 4s^4p^ (4d + 5d + 5s + 6s + 7s) energy matrix was used. Configuration interaction 
was taken into account and for that the 4s4p^ - 4s^4p^nd, 4s4p^ - 4s^4p^ns, 
4s^4p^4d - 4s^4p^5d, 4s^4p''nd - 4s^4p^ns, 4s^4p^ns - 4s^4p^ns configuration interaction 
matrix elements were included. 
Out of 38 possible levels of 4s^4p^nd (n = 4, 5), 22 levels of 4s^4p^4d and 7 levels of 
4s^4p^5d have been verified in the present study. The remaining levels, those could not be 
located were giving very faint transitions. The positions of the four experimentally unknown 
levels of the 4s 4p 5d configuration have also been predicted with the help of the 
calculations. In the least-squares calculations, the largest discrepancy between observed and 
calculated level position is found for the 4d (^ D) ^S\ level and, therefore, this level has been 
excluded fi-om the fit. The purities of the 4d and 5d states are very low. The largest 
eigenvector component was about 30% in several cases. The designation given to the levels 
(Table 3.3) generally represent the largest percentage contribution to the eigenvector. 
However, for two levels, 4d (^ D) ^Pi (307727 cm"') and 4d (^ S) ^D, (322929 cm'), the 
second largest eigenvector component has been used to name the levels. 
The transitions 4s^4p'' - 4s4p^ lie outside the range of the present investigation. The 
levels of 4s4p^ reported earlier [5] are used in our analysis. The 4s4p^ - 4s^4p^nd 
configuration interaction is strong, and the R'(4p,4p;4snd) parameters take on well-defined 
values in the least-squares fit (Table 3.5). The calculations show that 4s4p^ 'P, level has 
about 40% 4s^4p^nd character and the 4s4p^ ¥ levels about 20% 4s^4p^nd character. 
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Among the 4s^4p''ns (n = 5, 6, 7), all the 10 possible levels of 4s^4p''5s configuration 
got confirmed with the help of the 28, 4s^4p'' - 4s^4p^5s, transitions. Since the 
configurations 4s^4p^6s and 4s^4p^7s lie high in energy level system of YVI, the transitions 
4s^4p'' - 4s^4p^ns (n = 6, 7) fall in the shorter wavelength region and appear with very weak 
intensities to establish any level with conformity. The levels of 4s 4p ns (n = 6, 7) reported 
earlier [5] are used here. The level positions of 5 unobserved levels of 4s^4p^7s 
configurafion have been predicted and included in Table 3.3. It can be seen from Table 3.5, 
the 4d and 5s configuration interaction integrals are small. Therefore, there are no close 
coincidences between 4d and 5s levels and the 4d - 5s mixings are negligible. 
The final least-squares fitted parametric calculation showed very nice fit with 
standard deviation of 312 cm"'. The calculated average purifies in LS and jj coupling 
schemes were found to be 72% and 69% respectively. 
In the present work, one hundred and seven lines have been observed for the 
spectrum of Y VI and they are given in Table 3.1. The least-squares fitted levels along with 
their LS compositions are given in Table 3.2 and 3.3 and the corresponding energy 
parameters for the even and odd parity configurations are given in Table 3.4 and 3.5 
respectively. 
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Fig. 3.1. Grotrian diagram of Y VI (not to the scale) 
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Table 3.1. Observed spectral lines of Y VI 
Observed 
wavelength 
(A) 
194.5909 
195.9136 
196.9711 
198.0150 
200.0793 
200.3797 
202.3292 
203.0339 
203.9239 
259.0955 
266.5050 
270.6952 
270.7921 
271.6171 
273.0318 
273.6961 
275.6001 
275.9473 
278.3605 
280.5419 
281.2658 
286.9271' 
286.9271' 
287.0259 
290.7567 
291.8014 
292.4334 
294.7343 
295.1955" 
297.0959 
297.8923 
298.0014 
298.5280 
299.9927 
300.1110 
303.1826 
304.1357 
Intensity 
8 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
10 
4 
3 
8 
10 
1 
8 
18 
12 
100 
30 
90 
10 
10 
30 
30 
30 
100 
100 
2 
10 
40 
2 
8 
3 
10 
70 
70 
1 
2 
Wave Number 
(cm-') 
513898 
510429 
507688 
505012 
499801 
499052 
494243 
492528 
490378 
385958 
375227 
369419 
369287 
368165 
366257 
365368 
362844 
362388 
359246 
356453 
355535 
348520 
348520 
348400 
343930 
342698 
341958 
339288 
338758 
336591 
335691 
335568 
334976 
333341 
333210 
329834 
328800 
Classification 
4 s V 'P2- 4 s V 5 c l ( ' D ) ' F 3 
4s'4p^ 'P2 - 4s'4p'5d ('D) 'P, 
4s'4p' 'P2 - 4s'4p'5d ( ' D ) 'D2 
4s'4p^ 'P2 - 4s'4p'5d ('D) 'P2 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4 s V 5 d ('P) 'F2 
4s^4p' 'Pi - 4s'4p'5d ( ' D ) 'PO 
4s'4p^ 'Pi - 4s'4p'5d ( ' D ) 'P2 
4s'4p^ 'Po- 4 s V 5 d ( 'D)'Di 
4 s V 'D2 - 4 s V 5 d ('D) 'F3 
4s'4p' 'P2 - 4s'4p'5s ('P) 'P2 
4s'4p' 'P , - 4s'4p'5s ('P) 'P2 
4s'4p^ 'Po - 4s'4p'5s ('P) 'Pi 
4s'4p' ¥ 1 - 4s'4p'5s ('P) 'P, 
4s'4p'' 'Pi - 4s'4p'5s ('P) 'Po 
4s^4p^ 'P2 - 4s^4p'5s (^D) 'D2 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4s^4p'5s (^P)'P, 
4 s ' V 'P2 - 4s'4p'5s f D) 'D3 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4s'4p'5s ('P)'P2 
4s'4p'"P2 - 4s'4p'5s (^D)'D2 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4s'4p'5s ( 'P) 'Pi 
4 s ' 4p"P i - 4s'4p'5s ('D)'D2 
4s'4p^'Pi - 4s'4p'5s ( ' D ) ' D 2 
4s '4p"Po - 4s'4p'5s ( ' D ) ' D I 
4s'4p*'Pi - 4s'4p'5s ('D)'Di 
4 s V ^ P 2 - 4 s V 5 s ( 'S) 'Si 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4s'4p'5s ('D) 'D2 
4s'4p' 'P , - 4s'4p'4d ('P) 'Pi 
4s'4p^ 'D2 - 4s'4p'5s ('D) 'D3 
4 s V 'So - 4 s V 5 s (^P) 'P, 
4s'4p^ 'P2 - 4s^4p'4d (^D) 'F3 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4s'4p'5s ('D) 'D2 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4s'4p'5s ('D) ' D I 
4s V 'P2 - 4s'4p'5s ('S) % 
4s'4p'"Po - 4s'4p'5s ( 'S) 'S , 
4s '4p ' 'Pi - 4s'4p'5s ( 'S) 'Si 
4 s V ' S o - 4s'4p'5s ( 'P) 'P, 
4s^4p'*'P2 - 4s'4p'4d ( ' D ) ' D 2 
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309.1775 
309.6646' 
309.9314 
312.1491 
313.4821 
314.3943 
315.2913 
316.5170 
317.3123 
317.4826 
319.4641 
319.7830 
320.1699 
320.3045' 
320.5455 
323.6940 
324.3892 
324.9653 
325.8397 
326.2151 
326.9120 
327.6199 
327.8133' 
327.8133* 
328.3158 
328.5302 
328.6661 
330.5817 
334.0409 
336.0808 
336.5511 
336.6176 
336.6946' 
338.4750' 
338.7737 
340.2888' 
340.4193' 
340.4193' 
341.7080' 
343.1476 
343.6044 
345.3075 
346.3725 
348.0674 
1 
95 
2 
2 
90 
90 
2 
8 
2 
40 
100 
100 
90 
90 
2 
2 
95 
30 
6 
8 
100 
90 
85 
85 
95 
60 
60 
90 
10 
2 
30 
95 
90 
50 
70 
10 
6 
6 
80 
95 
95 
75 
8 
3 
323438 
322930 
322652 
320359 
318997 
318071 
317166 
315938 
315146 
314977 
313204 
312712 
312334 
312020 
311968 
308933 
308271 
307725 
306899 
306546 
305892 
305231 
305051 
305051 
304584 
304385 
304267 
302497 
299364 
297547 
297131 
297073 
297005 
295442 
295182 
293868 
293755 
293755 
292647 
291419 
291032 
289596 
288706 
287300 
4s4p''P2 - 4s4p'4d('S)'D2 
4s^4p^'P2- 4s^ 4p-^ 4d (''S)'D, 
4s4p''P2 - 4s'4p'4frD)'D2 
4 S V D 2 - 4s'4p'5s ('S)'S, 
4s'4p^ 'P2 - 4s'4p'4d ('S) 'D2 
4s^4p''Pi- 4 s V 4 d ('D)'D2 
4s4p^'Pi - 4s'4p'4fr'D)'D| 
4s4p="P, - 4s4p'4d('S)'D2 
4s4p''Pi - 4sV4f('D)'D2 
4s^4p^'P2- 4s'^4pMd (^ D) 'P, 
4s^4p*'D2- 4s^4p'4d (^ D) 'F3 
4s'4p' 'P2 - 4s'4p'4d ('S) 'D3 
4s V 'Po - 4s'4p'4d CS) 'D, 
4s'4p' 'Pi - 4s^4p'4d (^ S) 'D, 
4s4p''Po - 4sV4f(^D)'D, 
4s'4p"So- 4s'4p'5s ('D)'D, 
4s'4p* 'Pi - 4s'4p'4d (^ S) 'D2 
4s^4p^ 'P2 - 4s^4p'4d (^ D) 'Pi 
4s4p^'Pi - 4s^4p-'4f(^D)'F2 
4s'4p^'P2- 4s'4p'4d ('P)'F3 
4s'4p'"P2- 4s'4p'4d ('D)'P2 
4s'4p'' 'D2 - 4s^4p'4d (^D) 'D2 
4s'4p'"Pi- 4s'4p'4d rD)'Po 
4s4p''P2 - 4s4p''4d ('P)'F2(a) 
4s^4p''P2- 4s'4p'4d ('D)'S, 
4s'4p''Po- 4s'4p'4d ('D)'PI 
4s'4p'"Pi- 4s'4p-'4d ('D)'PI 
4s'4p"So- 4s'4p'4d ('P)'Pi 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4s'4p'4d ('S) 'D, 
4s4p^ 'Pi - 4s4pMd ('P) T2(a) 
4s'4p' 'Po - 4s'4p'4d (^ D) 'P, 
4s4p^ -'P2 - 4s^4p'4d ('P)'Pi(b) 
4s'4p' 'Pi - 4s'4p'4d ('D) 'P, 
4s'4p^ 'D2- 4s'4p'4d ('S)'D2 
4s'4p' 'Pi - 4s'4p'4d ('D)'P2 
4s'4p' 'Pi- 4s'4p'4d rD)'Si 
4s'4p^ 'So - 4s'4p'5s ('S)'S, 
4s4p"P2 - 4s'4p'4f ('S)'F2 
4s'4p' 'P2 •- 4s'4p'4d (^ P) 'P2 
4sV 'D2 - 4sV4d ('D) 'P| 
4s^4p' 'P2 - 4s'4p'4d (^ P) 'D3 
4s4p"Pi - 4s'4p'4d ('P)'Pi(b) 
4s4p"Po - 4s4pMd C'D)'Di 
4s'4p' 'P2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P) 'F2 
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348.4047 
349.3377 
349.4975 
350.9963 
351.9145 
352.6441 
354.1845 
354.7156 
357.7089 
360.3823 
361.0795' 
361.5717 
364.7265 
366.5070 
368.2396 
371.6343 
373.0385 
373.2123 
373.8702 
377.6278 
379.1475 
379.4141 
380.8406 
394.6391 
439.5349 
439.7207 
3 
1 
60 
2 
100 
70 
20 
20 
2 
2 
70 
50 
40 
8 
6 
2 
40 
2 
10 
5 
30 
10 
8 
10 
2 
2 
287022 
286255 
286125 
284903 
284159 
283572 
282338 
281915 
279556 
277483 
276947 
276570 
274178 
272846 
271562 
269081 
268068 
267943 
267472 
264811 
263749 
263564 
262577 
253396 
227513 
227417 
4s4p''P2 - 4s'4p'4f('S)'F2 
4s4p"P, - 4s^4p^4fCS)% 
4s'4p^ 'P2 - 4s'4p'4d ('?) 'F3 
4s'4p^ 'P2- 4s'4p'4d ('P)'D2 
4s'4p' 'D2- 4s'4p'4d ('D)'P| 
4s'4p' 'P2- 4s'4p'4d ('P)'P, 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4s'4p'4d ('D) 'P2 
4s^ 4p'* ¥ | - 4s^4p^4d C^?) ^?2 
4s4p"Pi - 4s^4p'4f CS)'F2 
4s4p"Pi - 4sV4f('D)'D2 
4s'4p^ 'P2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P) 'D2 
4s'4p' 'P, - 4s'4p'4d ('P)'F2 
4s'4p^ 'Pi - 4 s V 4 d ('P)'D2 
4s^4p^ ¥, - 4s^4p'4d ('P) 'P, 
4s'4p'* 'P, - 4s'4p'4d ('P) 'Po 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P)'P2 
4s'4p' 'Po - 4s'4p'4d ('P) ^ D, 
4 s V 'Pi - 4 s V 4 d ('P) 'D, 
4s^4p^ 'D2 - 4s^4p'4d ('P) ^ Dj 
4s'4p' 'So - 4s'4p'4d ('D) 'P, 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P) 'F2 
4s'4p'' 'P2 - 4s'4p'4d ('D) 'G3 
48^4?" 'D2 - 4s^4p'4d (^ P) ¥3 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P) 'D2 
4s'4p'4d (^ S) 'D2 - 4s'4p'4f ('S) 'F3 
4s V 4 d ('S) 'D3 - 4s'4p'4f ('S) 'F3 
Doubly classified. 
Blended with line of YVII. 
' Blended with line of YVIII. 
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Table 3.2. Observed and least squares fitted levels for even parity 
configurations in (cm"^ ) of Y VI 
E{obs) E{LSF) d i f f . LS-composit ion. 
0 10598 0 10690 0 -92 0 
50180 0 50262 0 82 0 
- 393628 0 
400619 0 400553 0 66 0 
- 423014 0 
426205 0 426571 0 -366 0 
440385 0 440328 0 57 0 
- 459084 0 
461046 0 461051 0 -5 0 
- 471987 0 
482602 0 
501836 0 
1 10724 0 10755 0 -31 0 
390830 0 390655 0 175 0 
392595 0 392654 0 59 0 
397861 0 397916 0 55 0 
409582 0 409717 0 -135 0 
411417 0 411772 0 355 0 
413706 0 413694 0 12 0 
417390 0 417673 0 -283 0 
424259 0 
426356 0 
427988 0 427065 0 923 0 
435387 0 435345 0 42 0 
439889 0 439955 0 66 0 
440337 0 440276 0 61 0 
88* 4S2 4p4 <2>3P + 11% 4S2 4p4 <0>1S 
89% 4s2 4p4 <0>1S + 11% 4s2 4p4 <2>3P 
98% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)5D 
88* 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>4S)3P + 6* 4s2 4p3 Sp {<1>2P|3P 
+ 5* 4S2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)3P 
54* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3P + 42* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3P 
86* 4s2 4p3 Sp (<3>2D)3P + 9* 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)1S 
89* 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)3P + 6* 4s2 4p3 5p (el>2P)lS 
+ 5% 4S2 4p3 5p (<3>4S)3P 
52* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)1S + 27% 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P|1S 
+ 6* 4s 4p4 4d ( (<;2>3P)2P)3P + 6% 4s 4p4 4d ( (<2>1D) 2D1 3P 
57* 4S2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)IS + 21% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)IS 
+ 5* 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)3P + 5* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)2P)3P 
29* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3P + 27* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)IS 
+ 22* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3P + 21* 4S 4p4 4d ( <2>3P)2P)3P 
49* 4s2 4p3 4f (c3>2D)3P + 33* 4s 4p4 4d ( (<2>3P)2P)3P 
+ 13* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3P + 4* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3P 
51* 4S2 4p3 4f (<3>2D)3P + 33* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)2P)3P 
+ 11* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3P + 5* 4s 4p4 4d ({<2>3P)4P)3P 
100* 4s2 4p4 <2>3P 
87* 4s2 4p3 5p (c3>4S)SP + 5* 4s2 4p3 Sp (<3>4S)3P 
95* 4s 4p4 4d ((c2>3P)4P)5D 
66* 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>4S)3P + 8% 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>2D]3P 
+ 8* 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>4S)5P + 7% 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)1P 
38% 4s2 4p3 5p {<3>2D)3D + 32% 4e2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)1P 
+ 9* 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>4S)3P + 8* 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)1P 
95* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)5F 
94* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)5P 
43* 4S2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)1P + 40% 4s2 4p3 5p (c3>2D)3D 
+ 10* 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)3D 
37* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3P + 25* 4s 4p4 4d ((c2>1D)2D)3P 
+ 19% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3D t 11* 4s 4p4 4d {(<2>1D)2D)3D 
32* 48 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3D + 23* 4s 4p4 4d ({<2>1D)2D)3D 
+ 14* 4S 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3P f 14* 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3P 
60% 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)3P + 14* 4s2 4p3 5p {<1>2P)3S 
+ 14* 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>4S)3P 
70* 4S2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)3D 
+ 7* 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)3D 
42% 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)3P 
+ 12% 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)3P 
40* 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)3S 
+ 15* 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)1P 
+ 6* 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)1P 
+ 32% 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)3S 
+ 9% 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)1P 
+ 27* 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)3P 
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447441.0 447888.0 -447.0 
449232.0 
451116.0 
457513.0 
461023.0 461040.0 -17.0 
470353.0 470628.0 -275.0 
474689.0 474600.0 89.0 
479350.0 
483472.0 
486768.0 
497937.0 497731.0 206.0 
500320.0 
510005.0 
520880.0 
+ 15% 
38% 
+ 10% 
97% 
34% 
+ 9% 
35% 
+ 10% 
92% 
38% 
+ 19% 
37% 
+ 13% 
17% 
+ 14% 
39% 
+ 16% 
35% 
+ 14% 
55% 
+ 13% 
39% 
+ 12% 
60% 
+ 10% 
64% 
+ 9% 
4s2 4p3 5p 
4s2 4p3 5p 
4s2 4p3 5p 
4s 4p4 4d 
4S 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4S 4p4 4d 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4S 4p4 4d 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4s 4p4 4d 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s2 4p3 4f 
(<1>2P)IP 
(<1>2P)IP 
(<3>2D)3D 
((<2>1D)2D)3S 
( (<2>1D)2D)1P 
( (<2>3P)2P)1P 
( (<2>3P)2P)3D 
( (<2>3P)2P)1P 
(<3>4S) 5F 
( (<2>3P)4P)3P 
( (<2>3P)2P)3P 
((<2>1D)2D)3D 
(<3>2D)3D 
( (<2>3P)2P)3P 
(<3>2D)3P 
(c3>2D)lP 
({c2>3P)2P)3P 
(<3>2D)1P 
(<3>2D)3D 
(<3>2D)3D 
( (<2>1D)2D>3D 
(<3>2D)3P 
(<1>2P)3D 
(<1>2P)3D 
(<3>2D)3P 
((<2>3P)2P)1P 
{<3>2D)1P 
+ 8% 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)3P 
+ 24% 4S2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)3P 
+ 8% 4S2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)3D 
+ 33% 4S 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)2P)3D 
<• 7% 4S 4p4 4d I (<2>3P)4P)3D 
+ 35% 4S 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)IP 
+ 9% 4S 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3D 
+ 5% 4S2 4p3 4f (<1>2P)3D 
+ 35% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3P 
+ 31% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 5% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 171 4S2 4p3 4f 
+ 11% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 22% 4s2 4p3 4f 
+ 6% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 26% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 13% 4s2 4p3 4f 
+ 14% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 10% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 34% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 8% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 10% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 5% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 13% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 6% 4s2 4p3 4f 
I {<0>1S)2S)3D 
I (e2>3P)4P)3D 
i<3>2D)3D 
( (<2>3P)4PI 3D 
(<3>2D)3P 
( (<2>1D)2D)3P 
{ (cO>lS)2S)3D 
(<3>2D)3P 
( (<2>3P)2P)3D 
I l<2>3P)4P)3D 
{ (<2>3P)2P)3P 
( (<2>1D)2D)3P 
( (<2>3P)2P)IP 
( (<0>1S)2S)3D 
((<2>1D)2D)IP 
(cl>2P)3D 
0.0 23.0 -23.0 
23564.0 23337.0 227.0 
391265.0 391178.0 87.0 
391452.0 391403.0 49.0 
400027.0 400131.0 -104.0 
410690.0 410951.0 -261.0 
413207.0 413073.0 134.0 
416212.0 416354.0 -142.0 
416344.0 415585.0 -241.0 
424184.0 424403.0 -219.0 
- 425468.0 
- 431024.0 
432977.0 431959.0 1018.0 
433544,0 433719.0 -175.0 
92% 
92% 
76% 
90% 
72% 
+ 6% 
94% 
51% 
+ 10% 
54% 
+ 6% 
93% 
65% 
+ 8% 
46% 
+ 9% 
43% 
+ 22% 
40% 
+ 17% 
69% 
+ 6% 
4S2 4p4 
4s2 4p4 
4s2 4p3 5p 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s2 4p3 5p 
482 4p3 5p 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s2 4p3 Sp 
4s2 4p3 5p 
4s2 4p3 5p 
4s2 4p3 5p 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s2 4p3 5p 
4s2 4p3 5p 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s2 4p3 5p 
4s2 4p3 5p 
<2>3P 
<2>1D 
(<3>4S)5P 
( (<2>3P)4P) 5D 
{<3>4S)3P 
(c3>2D)3P 
( {<2>3P)4P)5F 
(<3>2D)3F 
(<1>2P)3D 
(<3>2D)3D + 
(cl>2P)lD + 
( (<2>3P)4P)5P 
(<3>2D)3P + 
(<3>4S)3P + 
((<2>3P)4P)3D + 
( (<;2>3P)4P)3F + 
( (<2>3P)4P)3F + 
( (<:2>1D)2D)3P 
( (<2>3P)4P)3F + 
( (<2>1D)2D)3P + 
{<3>2D)1D + 
(<1>2P)3D + 
+ 8% 4s2 4p4 <2>1D 
+ 8% 4s2 4p4 <2>3P 
+ 11% 4s2 4p3 5p (c3>4S)3P 
+ 16% 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>4S)5P 
•f 29% 4s2 4p3 5p (<:3>2D)3D 
31% 4s2 4p3 Sp {<3>2D)3F 
5% 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)3P 
13% 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P)3P 
8% 4s2 4p3 5p (^3>2D)1D 
22% 4S 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3D 
8% 4S 4p4 4d ((c2>3P)4P)3P 
27% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3P 
18% 4s 4p4 4d ( (<2>3P) 4P) 3P 
9% 4s 4p4 4d ( (<2>3P)4P)3D 
12% 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)3P 
6% 4s2 4p3 Sp (<3>2D)3F 
45 
439161 0 438872 0 289 0 
445850 0 
449504 0 449511 0 -7 0 
450086 0 
456918 0 
460595 0 
460980 0 
467015 0 
471101 0 
474116 0 
476225 0 
-
-
-
-672 0 
11.0 
-
-
478317 0 478618 0 -3oi 0 
483899 0 
487674 0 486999 0 675 0 
491004 0 
495914 0 495819 0 95 0 
496707 0 496828 0 -121 0 
499699 0 
507627 0 
511522 0 
520638 0 
523982 0 
- 390532 0 
394201 0 394280 0 -79 0 
409364 0 409463 0 -99 0 
416128 0 416062 0 66 0 
•i2S673 e 41STZ5 S -52 a 
72% 4s2 4p3 5p 
+ 6% 4s2 4p3 5p 
71% 4s2 4p3 5p 
+ 7% 4s2 4p3 5p 
53% 4s2 4p3 5p 
+ 7% 4s2 4p3 5p 
31% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 15% 4s 4p4 4d 
65% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 9% 4s 4p4 4d 
36% 4s 4p4 4d 
* 12% 4s 4p4 4d 
79% 4s2 4p3 4f 
61% 4s2 4p3 4f 
+ 4% 4S2 4p3 4f 
42% 4s 4p4 4d 
-f 6% 4S2 4p3 4f 
31% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 13% 4s 4p4 4d 
22% 4s 4p4 4d 
4- 14% 4s2 4p3 4f 
40% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 14% 4s2 4p3 4f 
26% 4S2 4p3 4f 
+ 12% 4S2 4p3 4f 
31% 4s2 4p3 4£ 
+ 14% 4s2 4p3 4f 
42% 4s2 4p3 4f 
* 4% 4s 4p4 4d 
47% 4s2 4p3 4f 
+ 9% 4S 4p4 4d 
29% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 11% 4s2 4p3 4f 
33% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 12% 4s2 4p3 4f 
77% 4S2 4p3 4f 
+ 5% 4s2 4p3 4f 
53% 4S2 4p3 4f 
+ 8% 4s 4p4 4d 
32% 4s2 4p3 4f 
+ 18% 4s2 4p3 4f 
45% 4s 4p4 4d 
+ 6% 4s 4p4 4d 
93% 4S 4p4 4d 
94% 4S2 4p3 5p 
92% 4S 4p4 4d 
68% 4S2 4p3 5p 
+ 9% 4s2 4p3 5p 
<1>2P)3D 
<1>2P)ID 
<1>2P)1D + 
<3>2D)3F + 
<1>2P)3P + 
<1>2P)1D + 
(<2>3P)2P)3D + 
(<2>1D)2D)1D + 
(c2>lD)2D)3F + 
(<2>1D)2D)3D + 
(<2>1D)2D)ID + 
{<2>3P)2P)ID + 
<3>4S)5F 
<3>4S)3F 
<3>2D)3F 
(<2>1D)2D)3P <• 
<:3>4S)3F 
(<2>1D)2D)3D + 
(<0>1S)2S)3D + 
(<0>1S)2S)3D + 
<3>2D)3D + 
(<2>3P)2P)3F + 
<3>2D)3P + 
<3>2D)1D + 
<3>2D)3P + 
<3>2D)3F + 
c3>2D)3P + 
<3>2D)3F + 
(<2>3P)2P)3F + 
<3>2D)3D + 
(<2>1D)2D)3D + 
(<0>1S)2S)1D + 
c3>2D)3D + 
(<2>3P)2P)3P + 
<1>2P)3D + 
<1>2P)3F + 
<1>2P)3D 
cl>2P)3D + 
(<2>3P)2P)ID + 
<1>2P)1D + 
<3>2D)1D + 
(<2>3P)2P)ID + 
(<2>1D)2D)1D 
+ 10% 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P>3P 
10% 4S2 4p3 5p {<3>2D)1D 
4% 4s2 4p3 5p (cl>2P)3P 
9% 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)3P 
7% 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)1D 
16% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3F 
8% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D12D)3D 
14% 4s 4p4 4d ((c2>3P)2P)3D 
4% 4s2 4p3 4f (<3s2D)3F 
14% 4s 4p4 4d ((c2>3Pl2P)3D 
11% 4s2 4p3 4£ (<3>4S)5F 
+ 15% 4s 4p4 4d ( (<:2>3P) 2P) 3F 
33% 4s 4p4 4d 
16% 4s2 4p3 4f 
12% 4s2 4p3 4f 
14% 4s 4p4 4d 
9% 4s2 4p3 4f 
14% 4s 4p4 4d 
5% 4s 4p4 4d 
14% 4S 4p4 4d 
10% 4S 4p4 4d 
21% 4s 4p4 4d 
12% 4S2 4p3 4f 
32% 4s2 4p3 4f 
4% 4S 4p4 4d 
13% 4S 4p4 4d 
6% 4S 4p4 4d 
16% 4s2 4p3 4f 
10% 4S 4p4 4d 
27% 4s 4p4 4d 
10% 4s2 4p3 4f 
7% 4s2 4p3 4f 
((c2>3P 4P)3P 
(<3>2D)3D 
(<3>4S)3F 
( (<2>3P)2P) 3P 
(<:1>2P) 3D 
(e2>3P)2P)3P 
I (<0>lSi2S)ID 
( 1<2>3P)2P)3F 
I (<2>3P)2P)3P 
({<0>1S)2S)3D 
(<3>2D)ID 
(<3>2D)ID 
((<2>1D)2D)ID 
{(<2>3P)2P)3D 
((<2>3P)4P)3D 
(<3>2D)3P 
( <2>1D)2D)1D 
((<0>1S)2S)1D 
(<3>2D)3P 
(<1>2P) ID 
15% 4s2 4p3 4£ (<3>2D)3P 
4% 4s 4p4 4d ((<0>1S;2S)3D 
21% 4S 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)2P)ID 
7% 4S2 4p3 4f (<1>2P)3F 
37% 4s2 4p3 4£ (<;1>2P)1D 
6% 4s2 4p3 5p (<1>2P13D 
(<2>3P)4P)5D 
<3>4S)5P 
(<2>3P)4P)5F 
<3>2D)3F + 20% 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)3D 
c l > 2 P ) 3 D 
73% 4B2 4pJ Sp (<3>2D)1F + 20% 4s2 4p3 5p («3>2D)3D 
46 
420543 0 420454.0 
420695 0 420702 0 
424917 0 
89 0 
-7 0 
- 431279 0 
- 438001 0 
443561 0 443259 0 302 0 
454662 0 454644 0 18 0 
- 458113 0 
460702 0 460753 0 -51 0 
466261 0 465644 0 617 0 
- 470390 0 
- 470933 0 
- 475449 0 
- 476926 0 
480988 0 480636 0 352 0 
- 486450 0 
- 489067 0 
- 492198 0 
- 497554 0 
504280 0 505100 0 -820 0 
- 506287 0 
- 514395 0 
- 515710 0 
+ 6% 
94% 
59% 
+ 18% 
60% 
+ 6% 
41% 
+ 20% 
84% 
79% 
+ 8% 
41% 
+ 6% 
42% 
+ 17% 
87% 
52% 
+ 8% 
41% 
+ 12% 
25% 
+ 19% 
47% 
+ 15% 
32% 
+ 12% 
65% 
+ 10% 
34% 
+ 14% 
45% 
+ 7% 
31% 
+ 9% 
56% 
+ 7% 
62% 
+ 8% 
34% 
+ 20% 
43% 
+ 17% 
29% 
+ 15% 
4S2 4p3 Sp 
4S 4p4 4d 
4S2 4p3 5p 
4s2 4p3 5p 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s2 4p3 5p 
4s2 4p3 5p 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4£ 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4s 4p4 4d 
4S 4p4 4d 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s2 4p3 4£ 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4s 4p4 4d 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 it 
(<1>2P)3D 
( (<2>3P)4P)SP 
(<3>2D)3D 
(c3>2D)IF 
( ( < 2 > 3 P ) 4 P ) 3 F 
((<2>1D)2D)3D 
( {<2>3P)4P)3D 
((<2>1D)2D)3D 
( ( e2> lD)2D)3G 
(<1>2P)3D 
(<3>2D)IF 
{ (<2>3P)2P)3D 
( (<2>1D)2D)3D 
( (<2>1D)2D)3F 
((<2>1D)2D)3D 
(c3>4S)5F 
(<3>4S)3F 
( (<2>1D)2D)3F 
( (<2>1D)2D) IF 
( (<0>1S)2S)3D 
( (<2>1D)2D)3D 
(<3>2D)3D 
( (<2>3P)2P)3F 
(<3>4S)3F 
( (<2>1D)2D) IF 
( (<0>1S)2S)3D 
{<3>2D)3G 
(<3>4S)3F 
( (<0>1S)2S)3D 
( ( < 2 > 3 P ) 2 P ) I F 
(c3>2D)3F 
( (<2>3P)2P)3D 
(<3>2D)3D 
( (<2>3P)2P)3D 
(<3>2D)1F 
(<3>2D)3D 
(<1>2P)3G 
(<3>2D)3G 
(<1>2P)3F 
l< l>2P)3D 
(<:1>2P)3D 
(<3>2D)3D 
U 1 > 2 P ) 3 F 
(<3>2D)IF 
+ 22% 4s2 4p3 5p {<3>2D)3F 
+ 19% 4s 4p4 4d ( (<2>3P)4P)3D 
+ 22% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3PI4P)3F 
+ 6% 4s 4p4 4d ( (<2>1D)2D)3G 
* 9% 4s 4p4 4d ( (<;2>3P) 4P) 3F 
+ 9% 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)3F 
+ 40% 4s 4p4 4d ( (<2>1D)2D)3F 
+ 19% 4s 4p4 4d ( (<2>3P)2P)3D 
+ 5% 4s2 4p3 4f (<3>2D)3F 
+ 9% 
+ 6% 
+ 19% 
+ 10% 
+ 21% 
+ 11% 
+ 15% 
+ 6% 
+ 27% 
+ 8% 
+ 12% 
+ 5% 
+ 19% 
+ 8% 
+ 12% 
+ 7% 
+ 30% 
+ 6% 
+ 20% 
+ 5% 
+ 18% 
+ 5% 
+ 33% 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4s 4p4 4d 
4S 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4S 4p4 4d 
4S 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s 4p4 4d 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4S 4p4 4d 
4S 4p4 4d 
4S2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4f 
4s2 4p3 4f 
( (<2>3P 2P)3F 
{<1>2P)IF 
{ (<2>3P)2P)IF 
( (<2>3P)2P)3D 
( (<2>3P)4P)3D 
((<2>1D)2D)IF 
(<0>1S)2S)3D 
((c2>lD)2D)IF 
((<2>3P)2P)IF 
(<3>2D)IF 
(<1>2P)3G 
((cO>lS)2S)3D 
( (<2>3P)2P)3F 
(<3>2D)IF 
(^3>2D)3D 
(•;3>4S) 3F 
(<3>2D)3F 
( c2>3P)4P)3D 
( (<2>3P)2P)IF 
(<1>2P)3F 
(el>2P)3F 
(<1>2P) IF 
(<1>2P)IF 
+ 22% 4s2 4p3 4f (<1>2P)1F 
+ 19% 4s2 4p3 4f (<1>2P)1F 
+ 13% 4s2 4p3 4f (<1>2P)3G 
390518 0 390600 0 -82 0 
407115 0 407012 0 103 0 
420807 0 420842 0 -35 0 
- 422476 0 
- 438923 0 
95% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)5D + 4% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)5F 
89% 4S 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)5F 
79% 4s2 4p3 5p (<:3>2D)3F + 18% 4s 4p4 4d ( (<2 >3P) 4P) 3F 
70% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3F + 21% 4s2 4p3 5p (<3>2D)3F 
91% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3G 
47 
453380 0 
458591 0 
461102 0 460695 0 407 0 
468401 0 
- 475457 0 
- 481581 0 
483707 0 483835 0 -128 0 
495691 0 
506414 0 505379 0 1035 0 
512078 0 
515006 0 
77% 4s 4p4 4d 
6% 4E 4 ip4 4d 
70% 4s 4p4 4d 
5% 4S2 
87% 4S2 
66% 4s2 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4£ 
4£ 
4£ 
5% 4s 4p4 4d 
62% 4s 4p4 4d 
4% 4s2 
61% 4s2 
7% 4s2 
75% 4s2 
6% 4s2 
67% 4s2 
8% 4s ' 
83% 4s2 
5% 4s2 
52% 4s2 
6% 4s2 
43% 4S2 
18% 4S2 
38% 4s2 
10% 4S2 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
tp4 ' 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4f 
4f 
4f 
4f 
4f 
4£ 
Id 
4f 
4f 
4f 
4f 
4f 
4f 
4f 
4f 
( (<2>1D)2D)1G 
( (<2>3P)2P)3F 
( (<2>1D)2D)3F 
(<3>2D)3F 
(<3>4S)5F 
(<3>4S)3F 
((<2>1D)2D)3F 
{ (<2>3P)2P)3F 
(<1>2P)3F 
(<3>2D)3G 
(<3>2D)3H< 
{<3>2D)3H 
{<3>2D)3G 
(<3>2D)3F 
((c2>3P)2P)3F 
(<3>2D)1G 
(<3>2D)3F 
(<1>2P)3G 
(<1>2P)1G 
(<1>2P)1G 
(<1>2P)3F 
(<1>2P)1G 
(<3>2D)1G 
+ 13% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3F 
+ 17% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)IG 
+ 5% 4s 4p4 4d I (<2>3P)4P)3F 
+ 14% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)2P)3F 
+ 5% 4s2 4p3 4£ (<3>2D)3F 
+ 21% 4s2 4p3 4£ 1<3>4S)3F 
+ 11% 4S2 4p3 4£ (<1>2P)3G 
+ 6% 4s2 4p3 4£ (<1>2P)1G 
+ 13% 4s2 4p3 4£ (<3>2D)3G 
+ 6% 4s2 4p3 4f (<3>2D)3G 
t 32% 4s2 4p3 4f (<1>2P)3F 
+ 21% 4S2 4p3 4£ (<1>2P)3G 
+ 9% 4S2 4p3 4f (<3>2D)3H 
+ 32% 4s2 4p3 4f (<1>2P)3F 
+ 6% 4S2 4p3 4f (<3>2D)3G 
403600 0 403346 0 254 0 
439929 0 440324 0 -395 0 
460753 0 
- 482969 0 
485769 0 486646 0 
- 487412 0 
- 508224 0 
877 0 
95% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>3P)4P)5F 
94% 4s 4p4 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3G 
92% 4s2 4p3 4£ (<3>4S)5F 
48% 4s2 4p3 4f (<3>2D)3H 
+ 15% 4s2 4p3 4f (<1>2P)3G 
84% 4S2 4p3 4f (<:3>2D) 3G 
67% 4s2 4p3 4f (<3>2D)1H 
79% 4s2 4p3 4f (<1>2P)3G 
+ 8% 4s2 4p3 4f (<3>2D)1H 
+ 5% 4s2 4p3 4f <1>2P)3G 
+ 25% 4s2 4p3 4£ i<3>2D)IH 
+ 8% 4s2 4p3 4f {<3>2D)3G 
+ 14% 4s2 4p3 4f (<3>2D)3H 
+ 29% 4s2 4p3 4£ (<3>2D)3H 
+ 8% 4s2 4p3 4£ (<3>2D)3H 
486801 0 100% 4s2 4p3 4£ (c3>2D)3H 
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Table 3.3. Observed and least squares fitted levels for odd parity 
configurations in (cm'^ ) of Y VI 
J E(obs) E(LSF) diff. LS-composition. 
0 185975 0 186049 0 -74 0 
232920 0 232866 0 54 0 
- 256982 0 
282295 0 282708 0 -413 0 
315761 0 315341 0 420 0 
378844 0 378921 0 -77 0 
479774 0 
- 504008 0 
509793 0 510178 0 -385 0 
528477 0 527791 0 686 0 
551440 0 551489 0 -49 0 
- 631635 0 
1 180766 0 180822 0 -56 0 
218430 0 218316 0 114 0 
233136 0 233077 0 59 0 
- 250884 0 
278677 0 278257 0 420 0 
283571 0 283497 0 74 0 
304588 0 302122 0 2466 O' 
307727 0 308071 0 -344 0 
314983 0 315057 0 -74 0 
322929 0 323005 0 -76 0 
343932 0 343875 0 57 0 
352680 0 352572 0 108 0 
359123 0 359456 0 -333 0 
380015 0 380037 0 22 0 
388935 0 388571 0 364 0 
84% 
+ 4% 
96% 
94% 
65% 
+ 6% 
60% 
+ 15% 
100% 
95% 
85% 
+ 4% 
90% 
85% 
+ 4% 
100% 
100% 
82% 
+ 4% 
60% 
+ 5% 
97% 
48% 
+ 4% 
52% 
+ 13% 
70% 
+ 6% 
86% 
33% 
+ 19% 
31% 
+ 17% 
41% 
+ 15% 
91% 
85% 
84% 
+ 5% 
83% 
75% 
4S 4p5 
4s2 4p3 4d 
4s2 4p3 4d 
4s2 4p3 4d 
4s2 4p3 4d 
4s2 4p3 4d 
4s2 4p3 4d 
4S 4p5 
4s2 4p3 5s 
4s2 4p3 5d 
4s2 4p3 5d 
4s2 4p3 5d 
4s2 4p3 5d 
4s2 4p3 5d 
4s2 4p3 5d 
4e2 4p3 6s 
4s2 4p3 7s 
3P + 12% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3P 
<1?2P)3P 
<3>4S)5D 
<3>2D)1S + 4% 4s2 4p3 4d {<1>2P)3P 
<1>2P)3P + 27% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3P 
<3>2D)1S 
<3>2D)3P + 24% 4s2 4p3 4d (<1>2P)3P 
3P 
<1>2P)3P 
<3>4S)5D + 5% 4s2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)3P 
<3>2D)1S + 9% 4s2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)3P 
<3>2D)3P 
<3>2D)3P + 7% 4a2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)1S 
<1>2P)3P + 7% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)1S 
<3>2D)3P 
<1>2P)3P 
<1>2P)3P 
4s 4p5 
4s2 4p3 
4s 4p5 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s 4pS 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
5s 
4d 
5s 
5s 
Ss 
5s 
+ 11% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3P 
<1>2P)3P 
P 
<1>2P)1P 
<3>4S)5D 
c3>2D)3D + 
<1>2P)3D 
<1>2P)3D + 
<3>4S)3D 
<1>2P)3P + 
<3>2D)3S 
(<3>2D)3S • 
c3>2D)IP + 
P + 
<3>2D)1P + 
<1>2P)3P + 
<1>2P)3D + 
<3>2D)3D + 
<3>4S)3S + 
<1>2P)IP 
<3>2D)3D + 
<3>4S)3S + 
cl>2P)3P + 
<1>2P)IP + 
+ 32% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)1P 
45% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>4S)3D 
33% 4s2 4p3 4d (c3>2D)3D 
18% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3P 
11% 4s2 4p3 4d {<3>2D)3P 
30% 432 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3P 
5% 4s 4p5 3P 
26% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3P 
13% 4s 4p5 IP 
35% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>4S)3D 
6% 4s2 4p3 4d (<1>2P)1P 
4% 4s2 4p3 5s (<1>2P)IP 
6% 4s2 4p3 5s (<1>2P)1P 
5% 4s2 4p3 5E 1<1>2P)3P 
15% 4s2 4p3 5S (<1>2P)1P 
12% 4s2 4p3 5s (<3>2D)3D 
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479945 0 479787 0 158 0 
486514 0 486346 0 168 0 
503144 0 503483 0 -339 0 
508019 0 508308 0 289 0 
509357 0 509395 0 -38 0 
510414 0 510447 0 33 0 
512182 0 512051 0 131 0 
526003 0 525979 0 24 0 
529757 0 529145 0 612 0 
531128 0 531512 0 -384 0 
538087 0 538003 0 84 0 
551918 0 551969 0 51 0 
559251 0 558883 0 368 0 
590068 0 590054 0 14 0 
611605 0 611326 0 279 0 
- 631857 0 
- 638413 0 
173271 0 173205 0 66 0 
233191 0 233089 0 102 0 
245261 0 245489 0 -228 0 
253141 0 253415 0 -274 0 
276953 0 276283 0 670 0 
284902 0 284650 0 252 0 
287303 0 287409 0 -106 0 
292644 0 292499 0 145 0 
305897 0 305833 0 64 0 
319001 0 318772 0 229 0 
328798 0 328819 0 21 0 
334978 0 334690 0 288 0 
-f 9% 4S2 
95% 4S2 
92% 4s2 
44% 4S2 
+ 7% 4s2 
48% 4S2 
+ 13% 4S2 
35% 4S2 
+ 24% 4s2 
56% 4S2 
+ 15% 4S2 
74% 4S2 
68% 4s2 
+ 6% 4s2 
60% 4s2 
+ 7% 4s2 
82% 4s2 
+ 5% 4s2 
75% 4s2 
+ 5% 4s2 
74% 4s2 
63% 4s2 
+ 15% 4s2 
94% 4s2 
83% 4s2 
+ 5% 4s2 
70% 4s2 
58% 4s2 
+ 16% 4s2 
85% 4s • 
+ 4% 4s2 
94% 4s2 
27% 4s2 
+ 21% 4s2 
53% 4s2 
+ 13% 4s2 
55% 4s2 
+ 10% 4s2 
50% 4s2 
+ 13% 4s2 
59% 4s2 
+ 6% 4s2 
78% 4s2 
79% 4s2 
31% 4s2 
+ 15% 4s2 
56% 4s2 
+ 11% 4s2 
95% 4s2 
4p3 5s 
4p3 5d ' 
4p3 5d 
4p3 5d 
4p3 5d 
4p3 5d 
4p3 5d 
4p3 5d 
4p3 5d 
4p3 5d 
4p3 5d 
4p3 6s 
4p3 5d 
4p3 5d 
4p3 5d 
4p3 5d 
4p3 6s 
4p3 6s 
4p3 5d 
4p3 5d 
4p3 6s 
4p3 6s 
4p3 6s 
4p3 7s 
4p3 7s 
4p3 7s 
4p3 7s 
4p3 7s 
4p3 7s 
4p5 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 4d 
4p3 5s 
(<1>2P)3P 
(<3>4S)5D 
(<3>4S)3D 
(<3>2D)3D + 
(<1>2P)1P + 
(<3>2D)3S + 
(<3>2D)3D -f 
(<3>2D)3D + 
(<3>2D)IP + 
(<3>2D)3P + 
(<3>2D)IP + 
(<3>4S)3S + 
(<1>2P)3D + 
(<1>2P)1P 
(<1>2P)3P + 
(<3>2D)3S + 
(<3>2D)3D + 
(<1>2P)3P 
(<1>2P)1P + 
(<3>2D)IP + 
(<1>2P)3P + 
(<1>2P)1P + 
(<3>2D)3D 
(<3>4S)3S 
(<3>2D)3D + 
(<1>2P)3P 
(<:1>2P)3P + 
(<1>2P)IP + 
(<3>2D)3D 
3P + 
(>:1>2P)3P 
(<3>4S)5D 
(<3>4S)3D + 
(<3>2D)3F + 
(<3>2D)3F + 
(<3>4S)3D + 
(<1>2P)1D + 
(<1>2P)3F + 
(<1>2P)3D + 
(<3>4S)3D + 
(<1:>2P)3F + 
(<1>2P)3P + 
(<1>2P)3P + 
(<3>2D)3P + 
(<3>4S)3D + 
(<3>2D)ID + 
(<3>2D) ID + 
(<1>2P)3D + 
(<3>4S)5S + 
31% 
6% 
17% 
7% 
24% 
12% 
16% 
12% 
15% 
21% 
17% 
5% 
8% 
7% 
4% 
25% 
19% 
9% 
30% 
23% 
11% 
27% 
8% 
20% 
12% 
21% 
6% 
20% 
7% 
22% 
5% 
6% 
12% 
29% 
15% 
20% 
9% 
4% 
4S2 
4S2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4S2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4S2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4S2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4 s • 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p5 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
6s 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
6s 
5d 
5d 
6s 
6s 
7s 
7s 
7s 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
5s 
|c3>2D)IP 
(<3>2D)3P 
(<3>2D)IP 
(<1>2P)3P 
(<3>2D)3P 
(<3>2D)3S 
(<3>2D)3S 
(<3>4S)3S 
(<3>2D)3S 
(<1>2P)3P 
(<1>2P)3D 
(<3>2D)IP 
(<1>2P)IP 
(cl>2P)3D 
(<3>2D)3D 
(<l>2P)iP 
(<1>2P)3P 
(<1>2P)IP 
(<1>2P)IP 
(<1>2P)3P 
(c3>2D)3P 
(<3>2D)3D 
(<1>2P)ID 
(<3>2D) 3D 
(<1>2P)3F 
(<3>2D)ID 
(<3>2D)3D 
(<3>2DnD 
(<1>2P)3F 
(c3>2D)3F 
(<3>2D)3D 
(<1>2P)ID 
3P 
(<1J2P)3D 
(<3>2D)3D 
{<1>2P)ID 
(<3>4S)3D 
(<1>2P)3P 
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359249 0 359609 0 -360 0 
366259 0 366508 0 -249 0 
385954 0 385495 0 459 0 
479933 0 479787 0 146 0 
485151 0 485171 0 20 0 
500772 0 501103 0 -331 0 
504990 0 505530 0 -540 0 
508755 0 508493 0 262 0 
508805 0 508758 0 47 0 
511684 0 511565 0 119 0 
523415 0 523944 0 -529 0 
524650 0 524830 0 -180 0 
531110 0 530904 0 206 0 
531317 0 531670 0 -353 0 
533612 0 533382 0 230 0 
536382 0 536604 0 222 0 
558362 0 5S7937 0 425 0 
- 588703 0 
611377 0 611430 0 53 0 
615611 0 615888 0 -277 0 
- 638024 0 
3 233284 0 233120 0 164 0 
248693 0 249344 0 -651 0 
255305 0 255413 0 -108 0 
263574 0 263447 0 127 0 
286127 0 286116 0 11 0 
291035 0 291098 0 63 0 
306541 0 306561 0 20 0 
92% 4s2 4p3 4d 
38* 4s2 4p3 4d 
+ 9% 4B2 4p3 4d 
63% 4s2 4p3 4d 
+ 12% 4s2 4p3 4d 
83% 4s2 4p3 4d 
75% 4s2 4p3 4d 
+ 8% 4s2 4p3 4d 
38% 4s2 4p3 4d 
+ 11% 4S2 4p3 4d 
53% 4s2 4p3 4d 
+ 18% 4s2 4p3 4d 
(<1>2P)3P 
(<3>2D)3D 
(<3>2D)ID 
(<1>2P)ID 
(<1>2P)3F 
(c3>2D)ID 
(<3>2D)3D 
(c3>4S)3D 
(<3>2D)3D 
(<3>2D)3P 
(<3>2D1ID 
(<3>2D)3P 
(<1>2P)ID 
(cl>2P)lD 
(cl>2PI3P 
(<1>2P)ID 
(<1>2P) 3D 
(<3>2D)ID 
(<1>2P)3D 
(<3>2D)3F 
(<3>2D)3D 
(<3>2D)3D 
(<1>2P)3P 
(<3>2D)1D 
(<3>2D)3D 
(<3>2D)3D 
<3>4S)5D 
<3>2D)3D + 34% 4s2 4p3 4d (^3>4S)3D 
<3>2D)3F + 6% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>4S)5D 
<3>2D)3F + 12% 4S2 4p3 4d (<1>2P)3F 
<3>2D)3D + 7% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>4S)3D 
<3>2D)3G + 11% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3F 
<1>2P)3F + 11% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3F 
«3>2D)3G + 5% 4s2 4p3 4d (<1>2P)3D 
<1>2P)3D + 31% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3D 
<3>4S)3D + 9% 4s2 4p3 4d (<1>2P IF 
<1>2P)1F + 22% 4s2 4p3 4d (c3>2DliF 
<1>2P)3D 
75% 
* 8% 
81% 
78% 
+ 9% 
93% 
82% 
+ 5% 
72% 
+ 6% 
44% 
+ 14% 
84% 
+ 5% 
51% 
+ 10% 
67% 
+ 6% 
73% 
+ 6% 
47% 
+ 25% 
52% 
+ 14% 
61% 
+ 14% 
29% 
+ 15% 
71% 
80% 
+ 8% 
94% 
56% 
+ 15% 
66% 
80% 
+ 7% 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4S2 
4S2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4S2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4S2 
4s2 
4S2 
4S2 
4S2 
4s2 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
5s ( 
5s ( 
5s ( 
5s 
5s 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
6s 
es 
5d 
es 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
6s 
6s 
5d 
5d 
6s 
6s 
es 
7s 
7s 
7s 
7s 
7s 
7s 
<3>2D)3D 
<3>2D)ID 
<3>2D)1D 
<1>2P)3P 
<3>2D)3D 
<3>4S)5D 
<3>4S)3D 
<3>2D)3D 
<3>2D)3P 
<3>4S)3D 
<3>2D)3P 
<1>2P)3P 
<3>4S)5S 
<1>2P)3P 
c3>2D)3D 
<3>4S)5S 
<3>2D)1D 
<3>2D)3F 
<1>2P)3F 
<1>2P)3D 
<1>2P)3D 
<1>2P)ID 
<1>2P)3P 
<3>2D)3P 
<3>2D)3D 
<1>2P)3P 
(<1>2P) ID 
(cl>2P)3F 
(<3>2D)ID 
(<1>2P)3P 
(<3>2D)ID 
(<3>4S)5S 
(<3>2D)3D 
(cl>2P)3P 
(<3>2D)ID 
(<1>2P)3P 
{c3>2D)lD 
+ 
+ 
* 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
14% 
15% 
10% 
5% 
8% 
5% 
28% 
5% 
7% 
22% 
8% 
17% 
5% 
14% 
26% 
15% 
8% 
20% 
28% 
11% 
27% 
10% 
5% 
27% 
34% 
10% 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4S2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4s2 
4S2 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
4p3 
5s 
5s 
5s 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
6s 
5d 
5d 
6s 
6s 
7s 
7s 
7s 
7s 
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312702 0 312679 0 23 0 
336590 0 336931 0 -341 0 
362849 0 362976 0 -127 0 
479991 0 479852 0 139 0 
486654 0 486565 0 89 0 
502048 0 502325 0 -277 0 
503022 0 503341 0 -319 0 
507696 0 507695 0 1 0 
513920 0 514109 0 189 0 
524884 0 524880 0 4 0 
532206 0 531661 0 545 0 
533351 0 533050 0 301 0 
535381 0 535469 0 -88 0 
615480 0 615443 0 37 0 
42% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>4S)3D + 28% 4s2 4p3 4d (<1>2P)3D 
+ 16% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3D + 12% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)1F 
58% 4S2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)1F + 34% 4s2 4p3 4d (cl>2P)lF 
100% 4s2 4p3 5s (c3>2D)3D 
92% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>4S)5D 
89% 4S2 4p3 5d (<3>4S)3D 
64% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)3F + 10% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)3D 
+ 8% 4s2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)3D + 6% 4s2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)3F 
78% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)3G + 7% 4s2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)1F 
+ 5% 4s2 4p3 5d (c3>2D)3D + 4% 4s2 4p3 5d (cl>2P)3F 
70% 4s2 4p3 5d (c3>2D)3D + 22% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)3F 
84% 4s2 4p3 5d (c3>2D)lF + 6% 4s2 4p3 5d U3>2D)3D 
59% 4S2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)3F + 26% 4s2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)3D 
+ 11% 4s2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)1F 
54% 4s2 4p3 5d (cl>2P)lF + 20% 4s2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)3F 
+ 11% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)3G + 8% 4s2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)3D 
48% 4s2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)3D + 23% 4s2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)1F 
+ 7% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)3F + 7% 4s2 4p3 5d (<:3>2D)1P 
100% 4s2 4p3 6s (<3>2D)3D 
100% 4s2 4p3 7s (<3>2D)3D 
234077 0 233833 0 244 0 
258405 0 258273 0 132 0 
265018 0 264985 0 33 0 
269423 0 270035*0 -612 0 
288630 0 288766 0 136 0 
480353 0 480166 0 187 0 
503400 0 503599 0 -199 0 
506395 0 506595 0 -200 0 
- 507327 0 
- 529077 0 
94% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>4S)SD + 5% 4s2 4p3 4d (<1>2P)3P 
68% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3F + 14% 4s2 4p3 4d (<1>2P)3F 
+ 13% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3G 
70% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3G + 24% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3F 
84% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)1G + 8% 4a2 4p3 4d (<:3>2D)3G 
+ 5% 4s2 4p3 4d (<1>2P)3F 
72% 4s2 4p3 4d {<1>2P)3F + 12% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D11G 
+ 8% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3G + 5% 4s2 4p3 4d (c3>2D)3F 
94% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>4S)5D + 5% 4s2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)3F 
55% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)3G + 28% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)1G 
+ 14% 4s2 4p3 5d {<1>2P)3F 
97% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)3F 
61% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)1G + 35% 432 4p3 5d (<3>2D)3G 
81% 4s2 4p3 5d (<1>2P)3F + 9% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)3G 
+ 7% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)1G 
267279 0 267189 0 90 0 
507393 0 507315 0 78 0 
100% 4s2 4p3 4d (<3>2D)3G 
100% 4s2 4p3 5d (<3>2D)3G 
Not included in the least-squares levels flt 
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Table 3.4. Least squares fitted (LSF) energy parameters in (cm'') 
of even parity configurations of Y VI 
Configuration Pareuneter 
4s2 4p4 E0(4s2 4p4) 
P2( 4p, 4p) 
alfa( 4p) 
2eta( 4p) 
4s2 4p3 5p EO(4s2 4p3 
F2{ 4p, 4p) 
alfa( 4p) 
zeta( 4pl 
zeta( 5p) 
F2( 4p, 5p) 
G0( 4p, 5p) 
G2( 4p, 5p) 
4s2 4p3 4f E0(4s2 4p3 
F2( 4p, 4p) 
alfa( 4p) 
zeta( 4p) 
2eta( 4f) 
F2( 4p, 4f) 
G2( 4p, 4f) 
G4( 4p 4f) 
5p) 
4£) 
4s 4p4 4d EO (4s 4p4 4d) 
F2( 4p, 4p) 
alfa( 4p) 
zetal 4p) 
zeta( 4d) 
P2( 4p, 4d) 
Gl( 4s, 4p) 
G2( 4s, 4d) 
Gl( 4p, 4d) 
G3( 4p, 4d) 
4s2 4p4 -4s2 4p3 Sp RO( 4p, 4p, 
R2( 4p, 4p, 
4S2 4p4 -4S2 4p3 4f R2( 4p, 4p, 
4s2 4p4 -4s 4p4 4d Rl( 4s, 4p, 
R2( 4s, 4p, 
4s2 4p3 5p -4S2 4p3 4f R2( 4p, 5p, 
R2( 4p, 5p, 
4s2 4p3 5p -4s 4p4 4d Rl( 4s, 5p, 
4p 
4p 
4p 
4p 
4d 
•IP, 
4f , 
4p, 
5p) 
5p) 
4f) 
4d) 
4p) 
4f) 
4p) 
4d) 
LSF 
15175 
63843 
0 
8904 
422166 
65350 
0 
9320 
2570 
24701 
4830 
4836 
488726 
63609 
0 
8973 
9 
32155 
20793 
13886 
446559 
67350 
0 
8672 
612 
63655 
61418 
34986 
48167 
29901 
811 
3852 
14864 
30690 
22995 
-3446 
970 
-301 
2 
1 
0 
6 
0 
1 
0 
6 
9 
e 
6 
0 
1 
2 
0 
2 
0 
5 
0 
3 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 
8 
2 
9 
2 
8 
6 
7 
8 
5 
3 
4 
9 
Accuracy 
197 0 
1270 0 
(fixed) 
406 0 
81 0 
623 0 
(fixed) 
199 0 
175 0 
668 0 
88 0 
649 0 
151 0 
587 0 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
132 0 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
760 0 
283 0 
161 0 
222 0 
138 0 
23 0 
108 0 
416 0 
858 0 
643 0 
-96 0 
27 0 
-8 0 
HF 
20455 
78759 
8522 
428677 
80642 
9044 
2158 
25693 
5633 
7488 
495496 
80323 
8973 
8 
37830 
27724 
18515 
475415 
79235 
8672 
612 
66734 
105830 
60284 
82998 
51522 
2435 
11560 
44604 
92Q94 
69003 
10341 
2911 
906 
0 
9 
8 
8 
7 
6 
4 
1 
0 
5 
9 
4 
2 
9 
0 
6 
8 
0 
4 
4 
0 
8 
8 
9 
2 
9 
7 
5 
6 
7 
2 
5 
9 
1 
LSF/HF 
0 811 
1 045 
0 997 
0 810 
1 031 
1 191 
0 961 
0 858 
0 646 
0 997 
0 792 
1 000 
1 Oil 
0 850 
0 750 
0 750 
0 948 
0 850 
1 000 
1 000 
0 954 
0 580 
0 580 
0 580 
0 580 
0 333 
0 333 
0 333 
0 333 
0 333 
0 333 
0 333 
0 333 
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R2 ( 4s, 5p; 4d, 4p) 
4s2 4p3 4f -4s 4p4 4d Rl( 4s, 4f; 4p, 4d) 
R2 ( 4s, 4f; 4d, 4p) 
3031 0 
20472 9 
13143.4 
85 
572, 
367 
0 
.0 
.0 
9095 I 
61433 3 
39439 7 
0 333 
0 333 
0 333 
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, 111 ^fd,t I 
W ^ / 1 
Table 3.5. Least squares fitted (LSF) energy parameters iir (cm') 
of odd parity configurations of Y Vf ^^' 
Configuration 
4s 4p5 
4S2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4s2 4p3 
4S2 4p3 
4S2 4p3 
4s 4p5 4S2 4p3 
4s 4p5 4s2 4p3 
4s 4p5 4s2 4p3 
Parameter 
EO(4s 4p5) 
zeta( 4p) 
Gl( 4s 4p) 
4d EO (4S2 4p3 4d) 
F2( 4p 4p) 
alfa( 4p) 
zeta ( 4p) 
zeta( 4d) 
F2( 4p 4d) 
Gl( 4p 4d) 
G3( 4p 4d) 
5d EO(4s2 4p3 
F2{ 4p 4p) 
alfa( 4p) 
zeta( 4p) 
zeta( 5d) 
F2( 4p 5d) 
Gl( 4p 5d) 
G3( 4p 5d) 
Ss EO(4S2 4p3 
F2( 4p 4p) 
alfa( 4p) 
zeta{ 4p) 
Gl( 4p 5s) 
6s EO(4s2 4p3 
F2( 4p 4p) 
alfa( 4p) 
zeta( 4p) 
Gl( 4p 6s) 
7s E0(4s2 4p3 
F2( 4p 4p) 
alfa( 4p) 
zeta( 4p) 
Gl( 4p 7s) 
4d Rl! 4p 4p 
Sd Rl( 4p 4p 
5s Rl( 4p 4p 
5d) 
5s) 
6s) 
7s) 
4S 4d) 
4s 5d) 
4s 5s) 
LSF 
212303 
8910 
84027 
277311 
64212 
0 
9413 
598 
5S550 
65376 
43S83 
508251 
66854 
0 
9036 
194 
18346 
7557 
6030 
364210 
66369 
0 
8972 
7292 
535843 
66782 
0 
9067 
2401 
615610 
67465 
0 
9094 
1035 
70732 
24622 
2569 
5 
0 
5 
4 
4 
0 
4 
7 
2 
6 
8 
9 
1 
0 
9 
5 
1 
8 
4 
1 
5 
0 
2 
6 
8 
0 
0 
2 
2 
4 
6 
0 
e 
0 
5 
0 
2 
Accuracy 
302 0 
338 0 
820 0 
58 0 
506 0 
(fixed) 
liiS 0 
(fixed) 
503 0 
169 0 
673 0 
58 0 
315 0 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
670 0 
260 0 
556 0 
100 0 
511 0 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
290 0 
106 0 
561 0 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
343 0 
151 0 
1036 0 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
333 0 
116 0 
12 0 
HF 
222591 1 
8507 0 
105189 2 
284066 0 
79315 1 
8694 9 
598 7 
66281 7 
82192 9 
51021 4 
514459 5 
80692 5 
9036 9 
194 5 
19458 1 
11009 9 
8126 3 
370977 9 
80284 7 
8972 3 
8593 4 
541630 5 
80770 7 
9067 2 
2767 4 
620520 6 
80888 2 
9094 7 
1294 9 
91356 7 
31801 4 
3318 3 
LSF/HF 
0 975 
1 047 
0 799 
0 994 
0 810 
1 083 
1 000 
0 883 
0 795 
0 854 
0 998 
0 829 
1 000 
1 000 
0 943 
0 686 
0 742 
0 996 
0 827 
1 000 
0 849 
0 999 
0 827 
1 000 
0 868 
1 001 
0 834 
1 000 
0 799 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
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4s 4p5 
4s 4p5 
4s2 4p3 4d 
4s2 4p3 4d 
4s2 4p3 4d 
4s2 4p3 4d 
4s2 4p3 5d 
4s2 4p3 5d 
4s2 4p3 5d 
4s2 4p3 5s 
4s2 4p3 Ss 
4s2 4p3 es 
-4s2 4p3 
-4s2 4p3 
-4s2 4p3 
-4s2 4p3 
-4s2 4p3 
-4s2 4p3 
-4s2 4p3 
-4s2 4p3 
-4s2 4p3 
-4s2 4p3 
-4s2 4p3 
-4s2 4p3 
6s 
7s 
5d 
5s 
es 
7s 
5s 
6s 
7s 
es 
7s 
7s 
Rl ( 
Rl( 
R0( 
R2 { 
Rl( 
R3( 
R2 ( 
Rl( 
R2( 
Rl( 
R2 ( 
Rl( 
R2 ( 
Rl ( 
R2( 
Rl( 
R2( 
Rl ( 
RO ( 
Rl( 
R0( 
Rl( 
R0{ 
Rl( 
4p, 
4P. 
4P, 
4p, 
4p, 
4p, 
4p, 
4p, 
4p, 
4p, 
4p, 
4p, 
4P, 
4p, 
4P, 
4P, 
4p, 
4p, 
4p, 
4p. 
4p, 
4p, 
4p, 
4p, 
4p, 
4P, 
4d, 
4d, 
4d, 
4d, 
4d, 
4d, 
4d, 
4d, 
4d, 
4d, 
5d, 
5d, 
5d, 
5d, 
5d, 
5d, 
5s, 
5s, 
5s, 
5s, 
6s, 
es, 
4s, 
4s, 
4p, 
4p 
5d, 
5d, 
4p, 
5s, 
4p 
6s 
4p. 
7s, 
4p, 
5s, 
4p, 
6s, 
4p 
7s, 
4P. 
es, 
4p, 
7s, 
4P, 
7s, 
es) 
7s) 
5d) 
5d) 
4p) 
4p) 
5s) 
4p) 
es) 
4p) 
7s) 
4p) 
5s) 
4p) 
6s) 
4p) 
7s) 
4p) 
6s) 
4p) 
7s) 
4p) 
73) 
4p) 
466 
21 
0 
13843 
20693 
13638 
-6911 
-1128 
-4178 
-1515 
-2955 
-1279 
11997 
2910 
296 
1130 
-137 
612 
0 
3634 
0 
2404 
0 
1457 
6 
5 
0 
7 
5 
2 
0 
5 
9 
6 
3 
1 
6 
2 
6 
0 
6 
6 
0 
5 
0 
9 
0 
6 
2 
0 
0 
65 
97 
64 
-33 
-5 
-20 
-7 
-14 
-6 
57 
14 
1 
5 
-1 
3 
0 
17 
0 
11 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
602 
27 
0 
17880 
26727 
17614 
-8926 
1457 
-5397 
1957 
3818 
-1652 
15495 
3758 
383 
1459 
-177 
791 
0 
4694 
0 
3106 
0 
1882 
7 
7 
0 
2 
3 
7 
1 
7 
3 
6 
2 
0 
9 
6 
1 
4 
8 
3 
0 
2 
0 
1 
0 
6 
0 774 
0 776 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
0 774 
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Chapter 4 
Spectrum and Energy Levels of Y VII 
4.1. Introduction 
The six-times-ionized yttrium atom, Y VII, is isoelectronic with neutral arsenic, the 
ground configuration being 4s^4p\ The low excited configurations are 4s4p'*, 4sMp^4d and 
4s^4p^5s. Old data on the first four members of the As I sequence are available in ref [1]. 
Since then, many papers [2-10] were published but these were limited to only a few 
members of the As I sequence. Rahimullah et al. [11] published identifications for the 
4s^4p-' - 4s^4p^5s transitions for the first time for Y VII - Mo X and they followed their 
work by an analysis of 4p - 4d transition in these spectra [12]. The study was further 
continued by Reader and Acquista [13] who confirmed the 4sMp^ - 4s^4p^5s identifications 
and added the analysis of 4s^ 4p^ - 4s4p'' transitions. The 4s4p'' levels were established and 
the interval values of the ground configuration were improved. Later, Ateqad et al. [ 14] 
extended the analysis of Rahimullah et al. [12] by establishing the seven unknown levels of 
the 4s 4p 4d configuration of Y VII and, improving upon the earlier reported level values of 
YVII. 
In the present work, the spectrum of Y VII has been observed in the region 
90-430A. From these observations, the earlier reported [11-14] transitions and energy-levels 
have been confirmed, improved and extended to include one new configuration 4s^ 4p^5d 
with the help of 4s^4p^ - 4s^4p^5d transitions. The detailed analysis is given in the following 
sections. 
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4.2. Energy Level Structure of Y VII 
As already mentioned, the yttrium ion, Y VII, is like the neutral atom of arsenic 
(As I), whose ground configuration 4s^ 4p^ consists of levels '^ 83/2, ^03/2,5/2 and ^Pi/2,3/2 in 
order of increasing energy. The regular excitation of 4p to various permitted shells is ot the 
type 4s^4p^nl. The 4s^4p^nd gives 28 levels and 4s^4p^ns constitutes 8 energy levels. The 
internally excited 4s4p'' consists of four terms and 8 levels, like 4s^4p^ns, because the parent 
configuration 4p'* splits into the same terms as 4p^ except inversion of (^P). The detail 
structure has been derived as follows: 
4 s V n d : ('?)'F9/2,7/2.5/2,3/2 
07/2,5/2,3/2,1/2 
4T T5/2, 3/2, 1/2 
F7/2, 5/2 
D5/2, 3/2 
P3/2, 1/2 
( D ) G9/2, 7/2 
F7/2, 5/2 
D5/2, 3/2 
P3/2, 1/2 
Sl/2 
('S)'D 5/2, 3/2 
4s4pV4sVns:rP)'P5/2,3/2,i/2 
P3/2,1/2 
( ' D ) ' D 5 / 2 , 3 / 2 
('S)'S,/2 
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4 p ^ ^P3/2 
Pl/2 
4.3. Analysis and Discussion 
To interpret the spectrum of Y VII, energy levels and oscillator strengths were 
computed with the help of Cowan suite of programs [15]. These calculations included 4s^4p 
and 4p^ as odd parity configurations and the complete 4s4p'' + 4s^4p^ (4d + 5d + 5s + 6s) 
energy matrix to study the even configurations (Fig. 4.1.). The level structure of the ion was 
analyzed by means of least-squares fits of energy parameters. Ab initio values of the Slater 
radial integrals were scaled before being used to evaluate energy levels, wavelengths and 
oscillator strength. The electrostatic direct and exchange integrals F'' and G'', the spin-orbit 
integrals C, and the electrostatic configuration-interaction integrals R'^  were all adjusted at an 
initial parameter scaling of Eav= 100%, C = 100%, F'' = 85%, G'' = 75% and R^ = 80%. 
The analysis of the observed spectrum started with attempts to locate the levels of the 
ground configuration. The intervals of the ground configuration 4s^4p^ were averaged from 
the 4p - 4d and 4p - 5s transitions of the present study and are found to agree with those of 
Reader and Acquista [13]. The transitions from 4s4p'* to ground configuration and 
4s4p'' - 4p^ fall outside the spectral range of our spectrograms and hence, the study of the 
levels of 4s4p'* and 4p^ is left untouched. The level values of 4s4p'' and 4p^ configurations 
used in the calculations have been taken from the ref [13]. 
4.3.1. Transitions 4sMp^ - 4s^ 4p^ 4(l and the levels of 4s^ 4p^4d 
The complex structure of 4s^4p^4d configuration comprise of 28 levels. All 26 levels 
out of 28 levels of this configuration were already reported in refs. [12, 14]. Only two levels 
of this configuration are still unknown, because neither (^ P) ''F9/2 nor ( 'D) ^G9/2 combines 
with the ground levels. 
In the present analysis, forty two lines were observed fi-om 4s^4p^ - 4s^4p^4d 
transitions and the levels earlier reported in refs. [12, 14] were studied. Out of the 26 
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possible levels of 4s^4p^4d configuration, 12 levels have been verified while 7 levels are 
revised in the present work and are given in the Table 4.3. On closely scrutinizing the 
4p - 4d analysis of refs. [12, 14], it was noticed that some of the earlier reported levels were 
showing larger deviation from the calculated ones. The levels, ( 'D ) ^Dsa and ( 'D) ^P 1/2 were 
reported at 336778 cm"' and 339104 cm'' respectively [12]. The oscillator strength for the 
two transitions of these levels; 4sHp^ 0^5/2 - 4s^4p^4d ( 'D) ^Dsa and 4sHp^ ^Pi/2- 4s^ 4p^4d 
( 'D) ^Pi/2 are calculated with gA values of about 1.9x10" s'' but they were established by the 
other weaker transitions and, therefore, this leads to reproduce some of the levels reported in 
refs. [12, 14]. 
It can be seen from the Table 4.3, the purities of some of the levels of 4d state are 
very low, however, the designations given to the levels generally represent the largest 
percentage contribution to the eigenvector, but for the four levels (^ P) ^Pi/2 (311899 cm"'), 
( 'D) ^¥5/2 (342588 cm''), ('S) 0^5/2 (361491 cm'') and ( 'D) ¥7/2 (347305 cm"') it has been 
necessary to use the second largest eigenvector component to name the levels because these 
levels were showing larger admixtures of different states in the least-squares fit file. 
Though, the transitions 4s^ 4p^ - 4s4p'* and 4s4p'' - 4p^ were lying beyond the range 
of our spectrograms, the configuration 4s4p'' was still included in the calculations as it was 
supposed to interact heavily with the 4s^4p^4d configuration. Interesfingly, the interaction 
parameter Rl (4p,4p; 4s,4d) (Table 4.5) came out with a large value of 72,871 cm"' giving 
the very solid evidence for the strong interaction between 4s^4p^4d and 4s4p'* configurations. 
The energy parameters determined from the least-squares fits to the observed levels 
along with HF values are given in Table 4.5 and it can be seen from there, the parametric 
scaling ratio is coming to be satisfactory for 4s^4p^4d configuration. 
4.3.2. Transition 4sMp^- 4s^4p^5d and the levels of 4s^4p^5d 
No computed energy values were available for the levels of the 4s^ 4p^5d 
configuration. The preliminary calculations were carried out excluding this configuration 
from even-parity configurations and it was noticed that not only parameters were coming out 
unsafisfactory but the deviations of the fitted levels were large. Theoretical calculations 
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suggested that the 4s^4p^5d configuration exhibits strong configuration interaction and 
therefore, it was later included to remove the uncertainties coming in the calculations. Seven 
transitions were observed connecting 4s^4p'' and 4s^4p^5d configurations. With the help of 
these, five levels (^ P) F^5/2, (^ P) ''F7/2, ( 'D) ^D3/2, ( 'D ) ^Dj/a and ( ' D ) ^S,/2 at 562811 cm"', 
569762 cm"', 594458 cm'', 596642 cm"' and 601333 cm"' were established. 
The positions of the observed levels are coming in accord with theoretical 
expectation. The level values for the remaining 23 levels of 4s^4p^5d configuration are 
predicted and are given in Table 4.3. 
4.3.3. 4s^4p^ns configurations (n = 5, 6) 
The first identifications for the 4s^ 4p^ - 4s^4p^5s transitions were published by 
RahimuUah et al. [11]. Reader and Acquista [13] confirmed the 4s^ 4p^ - 4s^4p^5s 
identifications and extended the work by giving the complete structure of 4p^ and 4s^4p^6s 
configurations. 
The present analysis for the configuration 4s^4p^5s began with the verification of the 
work of Reader and Acquista [13] for the 4s^ 4p"' - 4s^4p^5s transitions. All the 8 levels 
values of 4s^4p^5s configuration were confirmed and 17 out of 28 identified lines found on 
the plates which were used for the present study. Wavelengths of the 4s^ 4p^ - 4s^4p^5s 
transitions measured here are in good agreement with those reported in ref [13] and 
differences are generally less than 0.006A, although for two lines it is a bit larger. The 
energy level values usually agree within 30 cm"'. 
The work of Reader and Acquista [13] reported about 23 lines of the 
4s 4p - 4s 4p 6s transition array and it can be seen that the inter combination lines were 
relatively weak. Therefore, only one level, ''P5/2 (617355 cm"') has been verified here. The 
remaining level values of this configuration used in the calculations have been taken from 
the ref [13]. 
In the fitting process of the energy levels, the parameters for configuration 
interaction were linked together in the calculation. The calculated average purities in LS and 
ij coupling schemes were found to be 69% and 66% respectively. 
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Wavelengths, intensities and line classifications of Y VII are included in Table 4.1. 
The line intensities are qualitative visual estimate of the photographic plates blackening. The 
observed wavelengths are sufficiently close to the calculated wavelengths to enable positive 
identifications when the correspondence between observed line intensities and oscillator 
strengths was taken into account. However, some of the Y VII lines are showing peculiar 
intensity variation indicating that they are superimposed on lines of different ionizations. 
The observed and calculated level energies (in cm"') and eigenvector composition of 
odd as well as even parity levels are given in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 while the HF and least-
squares-fitted (LSF) parameters for the even and odd parities configurations are given in 
Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 respectively. 
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Fig. 4.1. Grotrian diagram of Y VII (not to the scale) 
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Table 4.1. Observed spectral lines of Y VII 
Observed 
Wavelength 
(A) 
161.9847 
173.9119 
174.5551 
177.6811 
181.1405' 
181.1405' 
182.6878 
183.9372 
241.3506 
242.6129 
243.1359 
243.9509 
245.4580 
246.3749 
246.6619 
251.0198 
255.4816' 
256.7552 
259.0199 
260.6786 
261.6086 
266.5568 
271.2133 
271.5637 
280.4668 
291.8907 
305.3014 
305.5932 
306.0276 
311.3532 
311.5509 . 
312.9999 
314.1585 
315.2218 
315.9918 
318.1497" 
318.2344" 
Intensity 
2 
2 
2 
1 
4 
4 
2 
3 
2 
20 
2 
2 
2 
10 
8 
2 
12 
10 
3 
10 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
30 
95 
8 
100 
100 
80 
18 
85 
80 
90 
30 
Wave Number 
(cm-') 
617342 
575003 
572883 
562806 
552057 
552057 
547381 
543663 
414335 
412179 
411292 
409918 
407401 
405885 
405413 
398374 
391417 
389476 
386070 
383614 
382250 
375154 
368713 
368237 
356548 
342594 
327545 
327232 
326767 
321178 
320974 
319488 
318310 
317236 
316463 
314317 
314233 
4s^4p^ 
4s^4p^ 
4sHp^ 
4s'4p^ 
4s'4p^ 
4s'4p' 
4s'4p' 
4s'4p' 
4s'4p^ 
4s'4p' 
4s^4p^ 
4s'4p^ 
4s'4p' 
4s'4p' 
4s'4p' 
4s'4p^ 
4s^4p^ 
4s^4p-' 
4s'4p' 
4s'4p^ 
4s'4p^ 
4s'4p^ 
4s'4p' 
4s'4p^ 
4s'4p^ 
4s'4p' 
4s'4p' 
4s'4p' 
4s'4p^ 
4s'4p' 
4s^4p^ 
4s^4p^ 
4s'4p^ 
4s'4p^ 
4s'4p^ 
4 s > ' 
4s'4p^ 
Classification 
'S3/2 - 4s'4p'6s 'P5/2 
'D3/2 - 4 s V 5 d ('D)'D5/2 
^D3/2 - 4 s V 5 d ('D)'D3/2 
'S3/2 - 4s'4p'5d ('P) 'F5/2 
ri/2 - 4s'4p'5d ('D)'D3/2 1 
'P3/2 - 4 s V 5 d ('D)'S,/2 
'P3/2 - 4s V 5 d ('D) 'D5/2 
'D5/2 - 4 s V 5 d ('P)'F7/2 
'Pl/2 - 4 s V 5 s 'S,/2 
'S3/2 - 4s'4p'5s 'P5/2 
'D3/2 - 4 s V 5 s 'D3/2 
'D3/2 - 4s'4p'5s 'D5/2 
'P3/2 - 4 s V 5 s 'S,/2 
%,2 - 4s'4p'5s 'P3/2 
'D5/2 - 4s'4p'5s 'D5/2 
'S3/2 - 4s'4p'5s 'P,/2 
'D5/2 - 4s'4p'5s 'P3/2 
'D3/2 - 4s'4p'5s ^P,/2 
'D5/2 - 4s'4p'5s 'P5/2 
'P3/2 - 4s'4p'5s ^D3/2 
'P3/2 - 4s'4p'5s 'D5/2 
'P,/2 - 4 s V 5 s 'P3/2 
'P,/2 - 4s'4p'5s 'P,/2 
'P3/2 - 4s'4p'5s 'P3/2 
'P3/2 - 4s'4p'5s 'P3/2 
'S3/2 - 4s'4p'4d('D)'F5/2 
'S3/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P) 'D5/2 
'D3/2- 4s^4p'4d ('D)'S,/2 
'D3/2- 4 s V 4 d ( ' D ) ' P 3 / 2 
'D5/2- 4s'4p'4d ( ' D ) ' F 7 / 2 
^D3/2 -4s '4p '4d ( ' D ) ' F 5 / 2 
' P , / 2 - 4s'4p'4d ('S)'D3/2 
8^3/2 - 4s'4p'4d (^P) 'D3/2 
% / 2 - 4 s V 4 d ('P)'P,/2 
'D5/2- 4s^4p'4d ('D)^F5/2 
'S3/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P) 'P3/2 
'D3/2 - 4s'4p'4d (^D)'D5/2 
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319.9231' 
319.9231' 
320.3045' 
320.6097 
320.9838 
322.8603 
324.6038" 
326.2630 
326.7903 
329.9551 
331.7559 
333.7936 
334.3445 
336.6946' 
337.0577 
338.2587 
340.9295 
342.6669 
344.7175 
346.9831 
348.9638 
350.3571 
352.5589 
355.2931 
359.3881 
360.0009 
361.0795' 
362.3880 
370.7089 
383.5455 
90 
90 
90 
1 
100 
80 
30 
6 
2 
6 
95 
100 
40 
90 
2 
10 
12 
10 
2 
3 
8 
10 
8 
70 
8 
10 
70 
1 
1 
2 
312575 
312575 
312202 
311905 
311542 
309731 
308067 
306501 
306006 
303071 
301426 
299586 
299092 
297005 
296685 
295631 
293315 
291828 
290092 
288198 
286562 
285423 
283640 
281457 
278250 
277777 
276947 
275947 
269753 
260725 
4s'4p' 'D3/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('D)'D3/2 
4s'4p' 'P3/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('S)'D3/2 
4s'4p' P^3/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('S)'D5/2 
4s'4p' '^ 83/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P)'Pi/2 
4 s V 'S3/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P)'P5/2 
4s'4p' D^5/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('D)^D5/2 
4s'4p' 'D5/2 - 4s'4p'4d f'D)'D3/2 
4s'4p' 'P,/2 - 4s'4p'4d CD)'S,/2 
4s'4p' 'Pi/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('D)'P3/2 
4s'4p' 8^3/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P)'P3/2 
4s'4p^ D^5/2 - 4s^4p^4d (^ P) ^ 05/2 
4s'4p-' ¥3/2 - 4s'4p'4d (*D)^ Si/2 
4s'4p^ P^3/2 - 4s^4p^4d ('D)^P3/2 
4s'4p' 'Pi/2 - 4s'4p'4d r'D)'Pi/2 
4s'4p' 'D3/2 - 4s'4p'4d (^ P)'D3/2 
4s'4p^ D^3/2 - 4s^4p^4d (^ P)^ Pi/2 
4s'4p^ 'P3/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('D)'F5/2 
4s^4p^ ¥1/2 - 4s^4p'^4d ('D)^D3/2 
4s'4p' 'P3/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('D)'P,/2 
4s'4p' 'D5/2 - 4s'4p'4d C?)^?ia 
4s'4p' 'P3/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('D)'D5/2 
4s'4p' 'D5/2 - 4s'4p'4d (^ P) 'P5/2 
4s'4p^ 'S3/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P) 'D5/2 
4 s V 'D3/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P)'P3/2 
4s'4p^ ¥3/2 - 4s'4p'4d (^ P) ^ 05/2 
4s'4p^ D^5/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('0)^67/2 
4s'4p' 'D5/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P) 'P3/2 
4 s V P^i/2 - 4s'4p'4d (¥)^D3/2 
4s'4p' "83/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P)'F5/2 
4 s V 'Pi/2 - 4s'4p'4d ('P) 'P3/2 
Doubly classified 
Blended with line of Y VI 
' Blended with line of Y VIII 
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Table 4.2. Observed and least squares fitted levels for odd parity 
configurations (cm'^ ) of Y VII 
J E(obs) E(LSF) d i £ £ . LS-composlt ion. 
1/2 42370.0 42381.0 -11.0 99% 4s2 4p3 <1>2P 
407066.0 407066.0 0.0 99% 4p5 2P 
3/2 0.0 1.0 -1.0 93% 4s2 4p3 <3>4S + 6% 4s2 4p3 <1>2P 
21610.0 21591.0 19.0 82% 4s2 4p3 <3>2D + 14% 4s2 4p3 <1>2P 
49287.0 49278.0 9.0 79% 4s2 4p3 <1>2P + 17% 4s2 4p3 <3>2D 
394432.0 394432.0 0.0 99% 4p5 2P 
5/2 26115.0 26132.0 -17.0 100% 4s2 4p3 <3>2D 
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Table 4.3. Observed and least squares fitted levels for even parity 
-h configurations (cm") of Y VII 
J E(obs) E(LSF) d i£ f LS-composit ion. 
1/2 181904.0 182025.0 -121.0 
240722.0 240935.0 -213.0 
254774.0 254704.0 70.0 
277399.0 278147.0 -748.0 
311899.0 312890.0 -991.0 
317237.0 317270.0 -33.0 
339373.0 336833.0 2540.0" 
348854.0 348218.0 636.0 
398380.0 398354.0 26.0 
411082.0 411086.0 -4.0 
456694.0 456696.0 -2.0 
- 570423.0 
- 576971.0 
- 578383.0 
- 596959.0 
601333.0 601252.0 81.0 
602201.0 602196.0 5.0 
612058.0 612220.0 -162.0 
660459.0 660884.0 -425.0 
3/2 178759.0 178742.0 17.0 
209750.0 209916.0 -166.0 
241071.0 240687.0 384.0 
265209.0 265542.0 -333.0 
- 279090.0 
303074.0 303004.0 70.0 
314318.0 313975.0 343.0 
318307.0 318382.0 -75.0 
91% 
47% 
+ 14% 
37% 
+ 22% 
97% 
33% 
+ 20% 
72% 
+ 7% 
61% 
+ 7% 
75% 
+ 4% 
84% 
+ 5% 
87% 
94% 
69% 
+ 9% 
80% 
+ 7% 
66% 
+ 5% 
91% 
90% 
72% 
+ 6% 
76% 
93% 
4s 4p4 
4s 4p4 
452 4p2 4d 
4s 4p4 
4s2 4p2 4d 
4s2 4p2 4d 
4S2 4p2 4d 
4s 4p4 
4s2 4p2 4d 
4s 4p4 
4s2 4p2 4d 
4s2 4p2 4d 
4s2 4p2 4d 
4s2 4p2 4d 
4s2 4p2 5S 
4s2 4p2 5s 
4s2 4p2 5S 
4s2 4p2 58 
4s2 4p2 5d 
4s2 4p2 5d 
4S2 4p2 5d 
4s2 4p2 5d 
4s2 4p2 5d 
4s2 4p2 5d 
4S2 4p2 5d 
4s2 4p2 5d 
4s2 4p2 6s 
4s2 4p2 6S 
4s2 4p2 6s 
4s2 4p2 6S 
92% 4s 4p4 
82% 4S 4p4 
61% 4S 4p4 
90% 4s2 4p2 4d 
89% 4s2 4p2 4d 
37% 4s2 4p2 4d 
25% 4s2 4p2 4d 
69% 4S2 4p2 4d 
7% 4s2 4p2 4d 
41% 4s2 4p2 4d 
17% 4B2 4p2 4d 
c2>3P)4P 
cO>lS)2S 
<2>3P)2P 
<0>1S)2S 
<2>3P)2P 
c2>3P)4D 
<2>1D)2P 
<2>3P)2P 
<2>3P) 4P 
•c2>3P)2P 
<2>1D)2P 
<2>1D)2S 
<2>1D)2S 
<2>3P)4P 
c2>3P)4P 
<0>1S)2S 
<2>3P)2P 
<0>1S)2S 
<2>3P)4D 
<2>3P)4P 
<2>3P)4P 
<2>3P)2P 
<2>3P)2P 
<2>1D)2P 
<2>1D)2P 
<2>1D)2S 
<2>3P)4P 
<0>1S)2S 
<2>3P)2P 
<0>1S)2S 
+ 7% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)4P 
+ 30% 4s 4p4 (<2>3P)2P 
+ 7% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>1D)2S 
+ 32% 4s 4p4 (<2>3P)2P 
+ 6% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>1D)2S 
+ 25% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)2P 
+ 16% 4^2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)4P 
+ 11% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)2P 
+ 5% 4s 4p4 (<2>3P)4P 
+ 23% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)2P 
+ 6% 4s 4p4 (<2>3P)2P 
+ 12% 4s 4p4 (<0>1S)2S 
+ 4% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)2P 
+ 10% 4s2 4p2 5s (c2>3P)2P 
+ 12% 4s2 4p2 5s (<2>3P)4P 
+ 22% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3PI2P 
+ 8% 4s2 4p2 5d (c2>lD)2S 
+ 25% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)4D 
6% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)4P 
21% 4s2 4p2 6s (<2>3P)2P 
24% 4s2 4p2 6s (<2>3P)4P 
4% 4s2 4p2 6s (<2>3P)4P 
<2>3P)4P + 7% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)4P 
<2>1D)2D + 12% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>1D)2D 
<2>3P)2P + 33% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)2P 
<2>3P)4F + 6% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)4D 
<2>3P)4D + 7% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)4F 
c2>3P)2P + 29% 4s 4p4 (<2>3P)2P 
<2>1D)2P 
<2>3P)4P + 8% 4s2 4p2 4d (<0>1S)2D 
<2>1D)2P + 5% 4s 4p4 (c2>3P)4P 
<2>3P)2D -f 31% 4S2 4p2 4d (<0>1S)2D 
<2>3P)4P + 4% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>1D)2P 
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334189 0 334414 0 -225 0 
348378 0 344447 0 3931 O' 
361860 0 361704 0 156 0 
405861 0 405914 0 -53 0 
417527 0 417540 0 -13 0 
432903 0 432850 0 53 0 
- 560655 0 
- 568578 0 
- 572324 0 
- 577106 0 
- 582656 0 
594458 0 593876 0 582 0 
- 599426 0 
- 610805 0 
618828 0 618791 0 37 0 
- 619349 0 
635870 0 635919 0 -49 0 
5/2 170603 0 170511 0 92 0 
211988 0 211877 0 111 0 
269767 0 268718 0 1049 0 
- 276930 0 
283627 0 283707 0 -80 0 
311542 0 311472 0 70 0 
327541 0 326484 0 1057 0 
335849 0 335818 0 31 0 
342588 0 342994 0 -406 0 
361491 0 361558 0 -67 0 
412185 0 412144 0 41 0 
431534 0 431582 0 -48 0 
562811 0 562629 0 182 0 
- 569527 0 
78% 
+ 6% 
55% 
+ 6% 
51% 
95% 
71% 
73% 
61% 
+ 12% 
47% 
+ 10% 
33% 
+ 24% 
47% 
+ 7% 
73% 
+ 7% 
77% 
+ 4% 
80% 
+ 6% 
90% 
64% 
+ 7% 
84% 
77% 
91% 
84% 
84% 
36% 
+ 27% 
55% 
+ 18% 
86% 
56% 
+ 14% 
59% 
+ 4% 
39% 
+ 9% 
35% 
+ 14% 
85% 
85% 
40% 
+ 17% 
49% 
+ 4% 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
482 4p2 
482 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s 4p4 
4s 4p4 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
482 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
482 4p2 
48 4p4 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
482 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
5s 
5s 
5s 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
6s 
6s 
6s 
5d 
6s 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
5s 
5s 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
(<2>1D)2D + 
{<2>1D)2P 
<2>1D)2P + 
(<2>1D)2D + 
(<0>1S)2D + 
(<2>3P)4P + 
(<2>3P)2P + 
(<2>1D)2D + 
{c2>3P)4F + 
(<2>3P)4D + 
(<2>3P)2P + 
(<2>3P)4D + 
(<2>3P)4D + 
(<2>3P)2P + 
(<2>3P)4P + 
(<2>1D)2P + 
(<2>3P)2D + 
(<2>1D)2P + 
(c2>lD)2D + 
(<2>3P)2P 
(<2>1D)2P + 
(<2>3P)4P + 
(<2>3P)4P + 
(<2>3P)2P + 
(<2>3P)4P + 
(cO>lS)2D + 
(<2>1D)2D + 
(<2>3P)4P + 
(<2>1D)2D + 
(<2>3P)4F + 
(<2>1D)2F + 
(<2>3P)2F + 
(c2>3P)4D + 
(<2>3P)2F + 
(<2>3P)4P + 
(<2>3P)2D + 
(<2>1D)2D + 
(<2>1D)2D + 
(<2>1D)2D 
(<2>3P)2F + 
{<0>1S)2D + 
(<2>3P)2D + 
(c2>3P)2F + 
(<2>3P)4P + 
(<2>1D)2D + 
(<2>3P)4F + 
(<2>3P)4P + 
(<2>3P)4F + 
(<2>3P)4D 
10% 
26% 
5% 
46% 
5% 
26% 
24% 
12% 
6% 
31% 
9% 
32% 
7% 
38% 
7% 
11% 
5% 
5% 
6% 
5% 
10% 
22% 
6% 
5% 
20% 
6% 
12% 
13% 
28% 
8% 
19% 
7% 
6% 
20% 
5% 
32% 
35% 
6% 
32% 
9% 
15% 
15% 
24% 
12% 
38% 
4s 4p4 
4S2 4p2 
4s 4p4 
4S2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
482 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
482 4p2 
482 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
482 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s 4p4 
4s2 4p2 
4s 4p4 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4S2 4p2 
4d 
4d 
5S 
5s 
5s 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
5d 
6s 
6s 
5d 
6s 
6s 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
5s 
5s 
5d 
5d 
5d 
(<2>1D)2D 
<2>3P)2P 
(<2>3P)2P 
(c253P)2D 
(<2>3P)2P 
(<2>1D)2D 
(<2>3P)2P 
(<2>3P)2P 
(cO>lS)2D 
(<2>3P)4F 
(<2>3P)4P 
(<2>3P)4P 
(<2>3P)2D 
(<2>3P)4D 
{<2>1D)2D 
(<2>1D)2D 
(<2>3P)2P 
(<2>3P)4D 
(<2>3P)2P 
(<2>3P)2D 
(<2>3P)2P 
(<2>1D)2D 
(cO>lS)2D 
(<2>3P)2P 
(<2>3P)2P 
(<2>3PJ4P 
(<2>1D)2D 
(c2>3P)4D 
(<2>3P)4D 
(«2>3P)4F 
(<2>1D)2F 
(<2>3P)4F 
(<2>3P)4P 
(<0>1S)2D 
(<2>1D)2D 
(<0>1S)2D 
(<2>1D) 2F 
(<2>1D)2D 
(<0>1S)2D 
(<2>1D)2F 
(<2>1D)2D 
(<2>3P)4P 
(<2>3P)4D 
(<2>3P)2F 
(<2>3P)4P 
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- 572084.0 
- 577151.0 
- 581492.0 
- 593606.0 
596642.0 597668.0 -1026.0 
617355.0 617177.0 178.0 
- 619015.0 
635479.0 635486.0 -7.0 
67% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)2F + 19% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)4P 
11% 4S2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2F 
59% 4s2 4p2 5d (c2>3P)4D + 17% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)4P 
15% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2D + 4% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)2F 
65% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)2D + 25% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2F 
8% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2D 
45% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2D + 31% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2F 
9% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)4D + 5% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)4P 
31% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2D + 28% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)2D 
28% 4S2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2F + 9% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)2F 
80% 4s2 4p2 6s (<2>3P)4P + 20% 4s2 4p2 6s (<2>1D)2D 
92% 4s2 4p2 5d (<0>1S)2D 
80% 4s2 4p2 6s (c2>lD)2D t 20% 4s2 4p2 6s (<2>3P)4P 
7/2 273699.0 273660.0 39.0 
- 279843.0 
292412.0 292292.0 120.0 
303871.0 304382.0 -511.0 
347305.0 347581.0 -276.0 
569762.0 569585.0 177.0 
- 575187.0 
591894.0 
595468.0 
87% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)4F + 11% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)4D 
50% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)4D + 26% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>1D)2F 
15% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)2F + 6% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)4F 
38% 4s2 4p2 4d (c2>3P)4D + 28% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>1D)2F 
24% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)2F + 5% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)4F 
91% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>1D)2G + 7% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>1D)2F 
60% 4B2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)2F + 38% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>1D)2F 
73% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)4F + 21% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)4D 
5% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)2F 
40% 4B2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)4D + 19% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>lDi2F 
18% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)4F + 17% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P;2F 
58% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)2F + 23% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)4D 
16% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2G 
68% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2F + 15% 4s2 4p2 5d {<2>3P)4D 
14% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2G 
64% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2G + 19% 4s2 4p2 Sd (<2>3P)2F 
10% 4S2 4p2 5d (c2>lD)2F + 5% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)4F 
9/2 279180.0 
306819.0 
574894.0 
594632.0 
93% 4s2 4p2 4d {<2>3P)4F + 7% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>1D)2G 
93% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>1D)2G + 7% 4s2 4p2 4d (<2>3P)4F 
86% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>3P)4F + 14% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2G 
86% 4s2 4p2 5d (<2>1D)2G + 14% 4s2 4p2 5d (c2>3P)4F 
Not included in the least-squares fit. 
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-1> Table 4.4. Least squares fitted (LSF) energy parameters (in cm') 
of odd parity configurations of Y VII 
Configurat 
4s2 
4p5 
4S2 4p3 -4p5 
ion. 
4p3 
Pareuneter 
EO(4s2 4p3) 
F2( 4 p , 4p) 
a l f a i 4p) 
z e t a ( 4p) 
E0(4p5) 
z e t a ( 4p) 
Rl ( 4 s , 4 s , 4p, 4p) 
LSF 
27039 
72073 
-378 
9667 
396018 
8487 
64601 
3 
6 
1 
5 
0 
2 
7 
Accuracy 
14 0 
90 0 
7 0 
27 0 
22 0 
28 0 
( f i x e d ) 
HF 
27091 
80997 
9121 
450995 
9084 
107669 
0 
4 
8 
3 
4 
5 
LSF/HF 
0 890 
1 060 
0 870 
0 934 
0 600 
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Table 4.5. Least squares fitted (LSF) energy parameters (in cm'*) 
of even parity configurations of Y VII 
Conf igurat ion Pareuneter LSF Accuracy HF LSF/HF 
4s 4p4 E0(4S 4p4) 
F2{ 4 p , 4p) 
a l f a ( 4pl 
z e t a ( 4p) 
G l ( 4 s , 4p) 
4s2 4p2 4d E 0 ( 4 s 2 4p2 4d) 
F2 ( 4 p , 4p) 
a l f a ( 4p) 
z e t a ( 4p) 
z e t a { 4d) 
F2( 4p , 4d) 
G l ( 4 p , 4d) 
0 3 ( 4 p , 4d) 
4 s2 4p2 5d E 0 U s 2 4p2 5d) 
F2( 4 p , 4p) 
a l f a ( 4p) 
z e t a l 4p) 
z e t a ( 5d) 
F2( 4p , 5d) 
G l ( 4p , 5d) 
G3( 4 p , 5d) 
4 s2 4p2 5s E 0 ( 4 s 2 4p2 5s) 
F2( 4 p , 4p) 
a l f a ( 4p) 
z e t a ( 4p) 
Gl{ 4p , 5 s ) 
4 s2 4p2 e s E 0 ( 4 s 2 4p2 6s) 
F2{ 4 p , 4p) 
a l f a ( 4p) 
z e t a ( 4p) 
G l ( 4 p , 6s) 
4 s 4p4 - 4 s 2 4p2 4d R l ( 4 p , 4 p ; 4S , 4d) 
4S 4p4 - 4 s 2 4p2 5d R l ( 4 p , 4 p ; 4 s , 5d) 
4 s 4p4 - 4 s 2 4p2 5s R l ( 4 p , 4 p ; 4S , 5s) 
4 s 4p4 - 4 s 2 4p2 6s R l ( 4 p , 4 p , 4 s , 6s) 
4S2 4p2 4d - 4 s 2 4p2 5d RO( 4 p , 4d ; 4p , 5d) 
R2( 4 p , 4 d ; 4p , 5d) 
221444. 
75207. 
-582. 
9514, 
82567. 
304864. 
69439. 
0, 
9691, 
689 
55180, 
68660 
42836 
583544 
64806 
0 
9637 
247 
18864 
8792 
6690 
420730 
67678 
-20 
9757 
7474 
624256 
67213 
-156 
10271 
2310 
72870 
24813, 
2843. 
395 
0 
13948. 
5 
1 
3 
,5 
2 
,9 
,7 
,0 
.7 
.6 
,1 
.5 
.7 
.0 
.6 
0 
.4 
.6 
.4 
.8 
.6 
.1 
.4 
.7 
.4 
6 
.3 
.8 
.2 
.5 
2 
.9 
,1 
8 
6 
0 
9 
402.0 
2189.0 
-143.0 
469.0 
945.0 
173.0 
2131.0 
(fixed) 
319.C 
(fixed) 
1857 0 
647.0 
404.0 
265.0 
3107.0 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
1653.0 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
220.0 
2202.0 
-199.0 
569 0 
688 0 
237.0 
2540 0 
-229.0 
592.0 
(fixed) 
764 0 
260.0 
30.0 
4 .0 
0 0 
146.0 
223773 
80929 
9100 
107768 
306339 
81461 
9278 
689 
69861 
87012 
54286 
583459 
82776 
9637 
247 
22455 
11723 
8920 
422035 
82388 
9570 
9316 
624610 
82873 
9672 
3080 
95390 
32481 
3722 
517 
0 
18259. 
2 
5 
7 
6 
6 
2 
8 
6 
7 
. 1 
2 
.2 
1 
.4 
.7 
7 
8 
9 
.6 
6 
.5 
.4 
7 
4 
6 
3 
2 
1 
7 
9 
0 
6 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0, 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
988 
929 
045 
766 
995 
852 
044 
000 
790 
789 
789 
000 
783 
000 
000 
840 
750 
750 
997 
821 
020 
802 
.999 
811 
062 
750 
764 
764 
764 
764 
764 
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Rl( 4p, 4d, 5d, 4p) 
R3( 4p, 4d, 5d, 4p) 
4s2 4p2 4d -4s2 4p2 5s R2( 4p, 4d, 4p, 5s) 
Rl( 4p, 4d, 5s, 4p) 
4S2 4p2 4d -4S2 4p2 6s R2( 4p, 4d; 4p, 6s) 
Rl( 4p, 4d, 6S, 4p) 
4s2 4p2 5d -4s2 4p2 5s R2( 4p, 5d, 4p, 5s) 
Rl( 4p, 5d; 5s, 4p) 
4s2 4p2 5d -4s2 4p2 6s R2( 4p, Sd, 4p, 6s) 
Rl( 4p, 5d, 6s, 4p) 
4s2 4p2 5s -4s2 4p2 6s RO( 4p, 5s, 4p, es) 
Rl( 4p, 5s, 6s, 4p) 
21054 4 
14004 1 
-6421.7 
-749 9 
-4208 8 
-1539 5 
14511.7 
3627 0 
910 3 
1452 0 
0 0 
3916 3 
221 
147 
-67 
-8 
-44 
-16 
152 
38 
10 
15 
0 
41 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
27560 
18331 
-8406 
-981 
-5509 
-2015 
18996 
4747 
1191 
1900 
0 
5126 
9 
7 
1 
7 
5 
3 
3 
8 
7 
8 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
764 
764 
764 
764 
764 
764 
764 
764 
764 
764 
764 
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Chapter 5 
Spectrum and Energy Levels of Y VIII 
5.1. Introduction 
Seven times ionized yttrium, Y VIII, belongs to the Ge I isoelectronic sequence. It 
has 4s^4p^ as its ground configuration constituting three terms ''P, ' D , ' S , comprising of five 
energy levels with ''Po being the ground most level. Early work on the Ge I spectrum is 
summarized in refs. [1,2]. The study was further continued by Brown et al. [3] who studied 
the absorption spectrum of Ge I between 1500 and 1900A. Knowledge of the Ge I-like 
spectra was thus limited to only a few members of the isoelectronic sequences [4-8] till 
1976. 
Rahimullah et al. [9, 10] have published the first analysis of four ions YVIIl-MoXI 
7 9 9 9 9 9 
in this sequence. In these papers, they reported 4s 4p - 4s 4p5s and 4s 4p - 4s 4p4d 
transitions and identified lines from two 4s^ 4p'^  levels as transifions from rest of the 4s^4p'' 
levels fall at wavelength longer than those recorded on the grazing incidence spectrograph. 
The levels of 4s^4p'' were revised by Ateqad et al. [11] who also classified 4s^ 4p^ -4s^4p^ 
transitions and established all the ten 4s^ 4p^ levels of YVIII. Litzen and Reader [12] 
investigated the spectra of the germanium-like ions R VI - Mo XI in the region 280-790A. 
They identified a number of lines of the transitions 4s^4p^ - 4s'^ 4p^ and confirmed all the 
previous reported levels of the two configurations except 4s^4p^ ^82. 
In the present work, the analysis of this ion has been extended considerably to 
include new configurations 4s4p^4d and 4p'' by establishing some levels of these two 
configurations. The present analysis of Y VIII has been done very carefully. Some of the 
levels of 4s^4p4d, 4s^4p5s and 4s4p^ reported in refs. [9-12] are confirmed in the analysis. 
The detailed analysis will be discussed in the following secfions. 
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5.2. Energy Level Structure of Y VIII 
Before describing the spectral analysis involved in this work, it is appropriate to 
recapitulate the level structure of the ion. The ground configuration 4s^4p^ as mentioned 
earlier consists of five levels •'Po, i, 2, 'D2 and 'SQ in order of increasing energy. The terms 
arising from the excited configurations, discussed in our analysis, are as follows: 
4s4p^ 
4s^4pns: 
4s^4pnd: 
¥•• 
4s4p^4d: ('P) 
^S2 
'D3.2, l 
'P2 . i ,0 
'D2, 
'P2.1,0 
'P, 
F4, 3, 2 
' D 3 . 2 , 1 
' P2 . l ,0 
'F3, 
P2,1,0 
'D2, 
'F5.4.3, 
'D4,3.2, 
'P3,2.1 
F4, 3, 2 
'D3,2, l 
'P2 , l ,0 
'F3, 
s^„ 
'D2, 
•So 
2,1 
1,0 
'D2. 
•p. 
'P. 
'P I 
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^^^^^.oaA.acff,^^ 
( ' D ) ' G 5 , 4 . 3 
F4, 3, 2 
D3, 2, I 
^P2.1,0 
'G4, 'F3, 'D2, 'Pi. 'So 
( ' S ) ' D 3 , 2 , 1 
'Da 
5.3. Analysis and Discussion 
In order to carry out a comprehensive study of Y VIII, multi-configuration 
interaction relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations and least-squares fits of the energy 
parameters were performed using R.D.Cowan's computer code [13] incorporating even 
configurations 4s^4p^, 4p^, 4s4p^4d and odd configurations 4s^4p^, 4s^4p(4d + 5d + 5s + 6s) 
as shown in Fig. 5.1. These calculations gave us very good prediction of energy eigenvalues, 
wavelengths as well as probabilities of transitions involved. Scaled energy parameters were 
used in the calculations. 
The resulting transitions, wavelengths and line strengths were used for the 
investigations. The energy level values for the ground configuration used in our analysis are 
taken from the ref [12]. The Eav of the ground configuration was adjusted such that the 
ground most PQ level value came out to be 0.0 cm"'.The lines arising from the transitions 
from ground level to the excited configurations were searched in order to establish the 
complete structure of Y VIII. 
5.3.1. 4s^4p4d and 4sMp5s configurations 
A detail invesfigation was performed for each level of the 4s^4p4d and 4s^4p5s 
configurations previously idenfified [9, ID]. Twenty three lines are observed for the 
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transitions, 4s^4p^ - 4s^4p4d. In the process, nine levels out of the eleven possible levels of 
4s^4p4d configuration were confirmed with slight improvement in values (Table 5.3), while 
two of them viz. ¥2 (286209 cm"') and ^Pi (319388 cm"') are revised to get satisfactory 
transitions (Table 5.1). These two levels have been established with the help of the 
transitions showing appropriate intensities comparable to the calculated transition 
probabilities. Moreover, when the earlier reported level-values of''F2 and ^Pi were tried in 
the least-squares fitted calculations, it was noticed that the deviations of the fitted levels 
were large. With these revised level-values, satisfactory least-squares fit has been obtained. 
The standard deviation of the fit was found to be reasonable and the parametric scaling ratio 
came as expected (Table 5.5). The calculations (Table 5.3) reveal that the levels P^2 and 'D2 
as well as ^Pi and ^Di are highly mixed with each other, and it is not possible to determine 
their level assignments unambiguously. However, almost all the levels have been assigned 
LS designation as their leading component from least-squares fit file, except the four levels 
mentioned above; P^2 (323630 cm"'), 'D2 (311007 cm"'), ¥ , (319388 cm"') and ^D, 
(329753 cm"') which have been assigned as their second leading component. 
The level structure of the 4s^4p5s configuration has been studied and all the four 
levels have been verified. The maximum deviation for the levels of this configuration is 
19 cm"' which can be considered as quite good. J-selection rule permits 14 transitions 
7 9 9 
between 4s 4p and 4s 4p5s out of which 11 transitions were observed. The line arising ft-om 
4s^4p^ 'So - 4s^4p5s •'Pi transition overlaps strong line of Y VII at 255.4816A to give 
unusually strong and broad unresolved line; it is thus a doubly classified line. 
5.3.2. 4s^4p5d and 4sMp6s configurations 
The same parametric scaling as used for the analysis of 4s^4p4d and 4s^4p5s 
configurations was applied for 4s^4p5d and 4s^4p6s configurations. The lines arising from 
transitions 4s^4p^ - 4sHp5d and 4s^ 4p^ - 4s^4p6s were falling in the shorter wavelength 
region. It was noticed that some weak unclassified lines of Y VIII falling in this region were 
still present on the plates. Since these lines were much weaker only two levels of 4s^4p5d 
configurafion, 'D2 at 643007 cm"' and •'D3 at 645281 cm"', were established. For the case of 
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4sHp6s, the combinations of the lines were coming to be very faint, and hence these lines, of 
course, were not used for deriving levels and unfortunately no levels were found in this 
configuration. 
Since the calculations were done including 4s^4p5d and 4sHp6s configurations, the 
predicted level values of all the remaining unobserved levels of these two configurations 
have been obtained. These predicted values of the levels along with their percentage 
compositions are given in Table 5.3. 
5.3.3. 4s4p^ configuration 
This configuration arises from the internal excitation of the ground configuration, 
4s^4p .^ As stated before, Litzen and Reader [12] investigated the spectra of the germanium-
like ions in the region 280-790A and identified number of lines of transitions 4s^ 4p^ - 4s4p^ 
in Rb VI - Mo XI. All levels of 4s4p'' were established by them except 8^2. In the present 
studies, only the two levels of 4s4p^ configuration 'Pi and ^S\ have been re-established at 
275555 cm"' and 257372 cm'' respectively (Table 5.3), as the most of the 4s4p-' - 4s^ 4p^ 
transitions were falling outside the spectral range of the present study. 
In order to study the complete structure of 4s4p\ analysis of the transitions between 
the excited configurations was tried. Lines from the transitions 4s4p^ - 4p'* and 
4s4p - 4s4p 4d were searched for and some new lines were classified. The line 
identifications were guided by the predictions of energy level structure and line strengths 
obtained by means of the theoretical calculations. 
4s4p - 4p'* transition array 
Since no reference was available for the levels of 4p'' configuration, preliminary 
analysis was started with predicted values of the energy levels of 4p'' configuration. An 
investigation was then made to confirm the levels of 4s4p^ configuration reported in 
ref [12]. Five levels of 4s4p^ configuration, ^82. ^Di, ^ D2, ^ D3 and P^i have been verified in 
the present analysis. However, with the help of the classified lines coming in the 4s4p^ - 4p'' 
transition array, four levels of the 4p'* configuration have been established for the first time. 
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They are ^P2, ^Pi, 'D2 and 'So established at 422632 cm"', 434176 cm"', 448243 cm"' and 
480933 cm'' respectively and are given in Table 5.2. 
4s4p^- 4s4p^4d transition array 
The theoretical calculations gave us an accurate prediction of energy level structure 
of 4s4p^4d configuration. The analysis of 4s4p^4d configuration was carried out in the 
guidance of predicted transition probabilities. The levels of 4s4p^4d have strong transitions 
to the levels of 4s4p''. Thirty three lines were classified establishing seventeen energy levels 
(having J = 0 - 3) of 4s4p^4d configuration in the present analysis. As allowed by the 
selection rule, the levels of 4s4p^4d configuration having J = 4 could combine only with D3 
of 4s4p''. Since the levels of 4s4p^4d having J = 4 were getting established with the help of 
single transition only, their values were considered a bit doubtful and, therefore, they were 
being dropped out from the analysis. The levels 4s4p^4d (^ P) F^sCb) and 4s4p^4d ( 'D) ^GS do 
not combine with the levels of 4s4p^ and hence, they were not searched for. 
About 30 levels of 4s4p^4d configurations have been predicted theoretically. 
Table 5.2 contains predicted values of these levels which are obtained by means of fitted and 
empirically scaled energy parameters of Table 5.4. On the basis of these predictions, it was 
noticed that the structure of 4s4p^4d configuration partly overlaps 4p'' and is perturbed 
through p^ - sd interactions. 
In accordance with the above discussion, the fitting procedure for the ground 
configuration 4s^4p^ included also 4p'' and 4s4p^4d configurations. In the fit of the five 
levels of 4s 4p , only two internal parameters were fi-ee to vary. It can be seen from 
Table 5.4, the configuration interaction parameters for 4s^4p^ - 4p'', 4s^4p^ - 4s4p^4d and 
4p - 4s4p^4d take well-defined values and this shows that, the ground configuration 4s^4p^ 
is mainly affected by 4p'' through s^  - p^ interaction and by 4s4p^4d through sp - pd 
interaction. The least-squares calculation shows reasonably good fit with the standard 
deviation of 434 cm"' for the even configuration system. 
The calculated average purities in LS and jj coupling scheme were found to be 77% 
and 79% respectively. However, we have adopted LS designation and the notations under 
LS composition section are the most recent LS designation adapted at National Institute of 
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Standards and Technology (NIST), Gaithersburg, Maryland, U.S.A. It should be worth 
mentioning that in running least squares fitting R^ parameters have been linked together in 
such a way that their variations maintain the same ratio. For the unknown configuration like 
4s^4p6s, the energy parameters Eav and ^ are fixed at 100% and G'^  have been fixed at 75% of 
the calculated HF value. 
Eighty four lines have been observed in this spectrum and they are given in Table 
5.1. The least-squares fitted levels along with their LS percentage composition are given in 
Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. The energy parameters of even and odd parity configurations are 
given in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 respectively. 
Standards and Technology (NIST), Gaithersburg, Maryland, U.S.A. It should be worth 
mentioning that in running least squares fitting R**^  parameters have been linked together in 
such a way that their variations maintain the same ratio. For the unknown configuration like 
4s^4p6s, the energy parameters Eav and C, are fixed at 100% and G'^  have been fixed at 75% of 
the calculated HF value. 
Eighty four lines have been observed in this spectrum and they are given in Table 
5.1. The least-squares fitted levels along with their LS percentage composition are given in 
Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. The energy parameters of even and odd parity configurations are 
given in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 respectively. 
4s 4p6s 
Fig. 5.1. Gortrian diagram of Y VIII (not to the scale) 
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Table 5.1. Observed spectral lines of Y VIII 
Observed 
wavelength 
(A) 
159.3816 
163.5065 
164.1069 
217.5668 
219.3438 
220.7602 
222.1049 
222.5889 
227.5201 
229.9749 
230.0652 
231.0246 
240.0727 
244.0654 
255.4816" 
289.1828 
294.1632' 
294.1632' 
295.1955' 
295.8663 
307.6932 
309.6646' 
310.7186 
311.6749 
312.6894 
313.0646 
313.3912 
314.7027 
314.9806 
315.5436 
315.8337 
316.1736' 
316.1736' 
316.7018 
317.0507 
317.7369 
318.1497" 
Intensity 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
4 
10 
10 
10 
1 
6 
1 
12 
1 
18 
18 
40 
1 
30 
95 
95 
40 
60 
70 
10 
1 
1 
1 
10 
80 
80 
90 
1 
90 
90 
Wave Number 
(cm-') 
627424 
611596 
609358 
459629 
455905 
452980 
450237 
449258 
439521 
434830 
434659 
432854 
416540 
409726 
391417 
345802 
339947 
339947 
338758 
337990 
324999 
322930 
321834 
320847 
319806 
319422 
319089 
317760 
317479 
316913 
316622 
316281 
316281 
315754 
315407 
314725 
314317 
Classification 
4s'4p' 'P2 - 4s'4p5d 'D2 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4s'4p5d 'D3 
4s'4p' 'D2 - 4s'4p5d 'D2 
4 s V 'Pi - 4s'4p5s 'P, 
4s'4p' 'P , - 4s'4p5s 'P2 
4 s V 'P2 - 4s'4p5s 'P, 
4s'4p' 'Po - 4s'4p5s 'P, 
4s'4p' 'P2 - 4s'4p5s 'P2 
4s^4p' 'Pi - 4s'4p5s 'Po 
4 s V 'D2 - 4s'4p5s 'P| 
4s^4p' 'P2 - 4s'4p5s 'P, 
4s^4p' 'P2 - 4s'4p5s 'Po 
4s^4p^ 'D2 - 4s'4p5s 'P, 
4s^4p' 'So - 4s'4p5s 'P, 
4s^4p^ 'So - 4s^4p5s •'Pi 
4s4p' '82 - 4s4p'4d (^P) 'DsCb) 
4s4p' 'D2 - 4s4p^4d ( ' D ) 'S , 
4s^4p''P2 - 4s'4p4d 'F3 
4s4p^ P^2 - 4s4p^4d (^P) ^DsCa) 
4s4p' 'P, - 4s4p'4d ('S) 'D2 
4s4p' 'D3 - 4s4p'4d ( ' D ) ' D 3 
4s^4p^ ^Pi - 4s'4p4d ^D2 
4s^4p^ 'D2 - 4s'4p4d 'F3 
4s^4p' ^P, - 4s^4p4d ^Di 
4s4p^ S^2 - 4s4p^4d (^P) ^P, 
4s'4p' P^o - 4s'4p4d ^P, 
4s4p-' ^Po - 4s4p^4d ( ' D ) 'P, 
4s^4p' ^Pi - 4s^4p4d ¥ 0 
4s4p^ ^Pi - 4s4p^4d ('S)^D2 
4s4p' 'P2 - 4s4p^4d ( ' S ) ' D 2 
4s4p^ 'P2 - 4s4p^4d ( ' D ) ^P, 
4s^4p' P^2 - 4s'4p4d ^D2 
4s4p^ 'P2 - 4s4p^4d ( ' D ) % 
4s'4p' 'P2 - 4s'4p4d 'D3 
4s4p' 'D2 - 4s4p'4d (^P)'DjCa) 
4s^4p^ ^P, - 4s'4p4d 'P2 
4s4p' 'P, - 4s4p'4d ( ' D ) ^ S , 
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318.2344" 
318.2766 
318.7566 
321.6938 
322.1056 
323.3781 
323.5152 
323.5546 
324.6038' 
325.5832 
329.1076 
330.3374 
331.0144 
331.2557 
335.3812 
335.9589 
337.7329 
338.4750' 
338.9066 
340.0083 
340.2888' 
341.0091 
341.7080' 
342.2420 
344.8707 
349.0512 
353.9783 
359.0232 
359.2295 
359.9218 
362.8969 
363.1193 
369.4715 
369.7143 
375.2575 
383.4696 
384.2448 
384.2993 
388.5512 
402.4250 
407.4445 
407.5109 
413.4277 
413.5332 
30 
30 
18 
80 
1 
30 
1 
1 
30 
90 
1 
40 
18 
6 
18 
50 
1 
50 
0 
50 
10 
1 
80 
1 
75 
6 
70 
10 
8 
30 
1 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
10 
10 
2 
10 
30 
20 
314233 
314192 
313718 
310854 
310457 
309235 
309104 
309066 
308067 
307141 
303852 
302720 
302101 
301881 
298168 
297655 
296091 
295442 
295066 
294110 
293868 
293247 
292647 
292190 
289963 
286490 
282503 
278533 
278373 
283348 
275560 
275326 
270656 
270479 
266483 
260776 
260250 
260213 
257366 
248493 
245432 
245392 
241880 
241818 
4s4p^ 'P, -
4s'4p' 'P2 -
4s4p' 'P2 -
4s4p^  % -
4s'4p' 'P, -
4s4p' 'Di -
4s4p^ 'D, -
4s4p-* ^ D2 -
4s^4p' ^P2 -
4s4p^ 'P2 -
4 S V P 2 -
4s'4p' 'So -
4s'4p' 'P, -
4s4p^ 'P2 -
4s'4p' 'D2 -
4s'4p' 'D2 -
4s'4p' 'D2 -
4s'4p' 'P2 -
4s4p' % -
4s4p' 'D, -
4s4p' 'D2 -
4s4p' 'D2 -
4s4p' 'P, -
4s4p' 'D, -
4s'4p^ 'D2-
4s4p''D, -
4s4p' 'D2 -
4s4p' 'D2 -
4s'4p''P2 -
4s4p' 'D3 -
4s'4p''Po -
4s4p' 'D, -
4sMp' 'P2 -
4s4p' 'S2 -
4s4p' 'P, -
4s4p' 'P, -
4s'4p' 'D2 -
4s4p' 'P2 -
4s'4p' 'Po -
4s'4p' 'P| -
4s4p' 'D, -
4s4p' 'D2 -
4s^4p' 'D2 -
4s'4p' 'P2 -
4s4p'4d ('D) 'Po 
4s^4p4d 'Di 
4s4p^4d ('D)'Si 
4s4p'4d ('P)'P2(a) 
4s^4p4d 'Pi 
4s4p'4d ('P) 'D2(b) 
4s4p'4d ('P)'D,(b) 
4s4p'4d ('P) 'D,(b) 
4s^4p4d 'P2 
4s4p'4d ('P) 'F3(a) 
4s^4p4d 'Di 
4s^4p4d 'Pi 
4s^4p4d 'D2 
4s4p'4d ('D)'D3 
4s^4p4d 'D2 
4s^4p4d ^ D3 
4s^4d4p 'D, 
4s'4p4d 'D2 
4s4p'4d ('S) 'D2 
4s4p'4d ('P)'Pi(b) 
4s4p'4d ('D)'P2 
4s4p'4d ('D)'Pj 
4s4p^4d (^ P)'P2(a) 
4p^ 'So 
4s^4p4d 'P2 
4s4p'4d ('P)'P2(b) 
4s4p^4d ('P) 'Pi 
4s4p^4d ('D) 'D3 
4s^4p4d 'F3 
4s4p'4d ('P) 'P2(b) 
4s4p' 'P, 
4s4p'4d ('P) %(b) 
4s^4p4d 'F2 
4p'' 'P2 
4p'' 'So 
4s4p'4d ('P) 'P2(b) 
— —J i — i i — i — 
4s'4p4d 'F3 
4s4p'4d ('P)'P2(b) 
4s4p' 'S, 
4s4p' 'S, 
4p'' 'P, 
4p^ 'P, 
4s4p' 'P, 
4s4p' 'SI 
84 
427.6354 
427.7384 
433.3803 
6 
8 
18 
233844 
233787 
230744 
4s4p^ ^D2 -
4s4p^ P^i -
4s4p^ ^D3 -
4p^ ^ P2 
4p^ 'D2 
4p^ 'P2 
' Doubly classified, 
'Blended with line of YVI. 
'' Blended with h'ne of YVll. 
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Table 5.2. Observed and least squares fitted levels for even parity 
configurations (cm'^ ) of Y VIII 
E(obs) E(LSF) diff. LS-composition. 
0 0 19 0 -19 0 
58785 0 58772 0 13 0 
- 435181 0 
- 446310 0 
480933 0 480907 0 26 0 
- 493089 0 
528687 0 528817 0 -120 0 
- 563531 0 
- 576212 0 
+ 6% 4s2 4p2 <0>1S 
+ 6% 4s2 4p2 <2>3P 
+ 29% 4s 4p2 4d ( (<2>3P) 4P) 3P 
93% 4S2 4p2 <2>3P 
93% 4s2 4p2 <0>1S 
59% 4p4 <2>3P 
+ 6% 4p4 <0>1S 
96% 48 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)4P)SD 
44% 4p4 <0>1S + 36% 4S 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3P 
+ 9% 4S 4p2 4cl ! (<2>1D)2D)1S 
28% 4p4 <2>3P + 27% 4p4 <0>1S 
+ 21% 4S 4p2 4d ( (<2>3P)4P)3P + 13% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>1D)2DHS 
SOi 4a 4p2 4d <{<2>1D)2D)3P + 8% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>3PMP)3P 
47% 4S 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)2P)3P + 40% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>1D)2D)IS 
+ 11% 4p4 <0>1S 
42% 4S 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)2P)3P + 37% 4S 4p2 4d ((<2>1D12D)IS 
+ 11% 4p4 <0>1S + 5% 4p4 <2>3P 
8907 0 8892 0 15 0 
- 431738 0 
434176 0 434230 0 -54 0 
- 446746 0 
471965 0 472183 0 218 0 
482849 0 482982 0 -133 0 
497845 0 497838 0 7 0 
- 512983 8 
520898 0 520637 0 261 0 
528741 0 528772 0 -31 0 
531647 0 530648 0 999 0 
- 533065 0 
- SS7265 0 
559806 0 
571332 0 
99% 
91% 
60% 
+ 5% 
94% 
98% 
47% 
+ 9% 
56% 
+ 10% 
84% 
39% 
+ 14% 
54% 
+ 12% 
61% 
+ 10% 
25% 
+ 17% 
3St 
+ 12% 
33% 
+ 15% 
71% 
+ 8% 
4S2 4p2 
4s 4p2 4d 
4p4 
4S 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
48 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
<2>3P 
((<2>3P) 
<2>3P 
(<2>3P) 
(c2>3P) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>1D) 
(<2>1D) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>1D) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>1D) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>1D) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>3P) 
(<2>3P) 
4P) 5F 
+ 31% 4S 4p2 4d ( (<2>3P>4P)3P 
4P) 5F 
4P)5D 
4P)5P 
4P)3P + 
2P)3P + 
4P)3D + 
2D) 3D 
2D)3D + 
2P)1P + 
2P)3D + 
2D)3S + 
2P)3D + 
2D)3P + 
4P)3P 
2P)3D + 
2D)1P + 
2P)3D + 
4P)3D + 
2P)1P + 
2P)3P + 
2P)3P + 
2P)IP + 
27% 4p4 <:2>3P 
8% 4s 4p2 4d ({<2>1D)2D)3P 
24% 4S 4p2 4d ((<0>1S)2S)3D 
13% 4s 4p2 4d ( (c2>3P)4P)3D 
29% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>1D)2D)IP 
6% 4s 4p2 4d ( (<0>1S)2S)3D 
22% 4S 4p2 4d ((<2>1D)2D}3P 
6% 4s 4p2 4d ( (<0>1S)2S)3D 
25% 4s 4p2 4d ( (<2>1D)2D)38 
22% 4S 4p2 4d U<0>1S)2S)3D 
14% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3S 
35% 4s 4p2 4d ((<0>1S)2S)3D 
8% 4S 4p2 4d ((<2>1D)2D)IP 
32% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>1Q)2D)IP 
11% 4S 4p2 4d ( (<2>3P) 2P) 3D 
11% 43 4p2 4d ((c2>lD)2D)IP 
4% 4p4 <2>3P 
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1SS60 0 15530 0 30 0 
33671 0 33712 0 -41 0 
422632 0 422457 0 175 0 
- 433634 0 
446990 0 
448243 0 448336 0 -93 0 
464064 C 463727 0 337 0 
- 470720 0 
475235 0 475380 0 -145 0 
497966 0 498146 0 -180 0 
- 512429 0 
- 516748 0 
531309 0 531666 0 -357 0 
531937 0 532296 0 -359 0 
- 538780 0 
552440 0 552511 0 -71 0 
554418 0 
- 556746 0 
568214 0 567615 0 599 0 
- 599696 0 
- 436497 0 
- 448750 0 
- 467335 0 
- 468360 0 
- 496229 0 
499242 0 
508231 0 
516899 0 _ 516417 0 482 0 
80% 
80% 
63% 
+ 7% 
92% 
61% 
+ 5% 
48% 
+ 12% 
57% 
95% 
50% 
+ 11% 
54% 
+ 12% 
54% 
+ 13% 
28% 
+ 15% 
36% 
+ 9% 
70% 
+ 8% 
39% 
+ 15% 
63% 
+ 10% 
68% 
+ 5% 
48% 
+ 8% 
79% 
+ 4% 
82% 
4s2 4p2 
4s2 4p2 
4p4 
4p4 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4p4 
4S 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4a 4p2 4d 
4S 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
4s 4p2 4d 
<2>3P 
<2>1D 
<2>3P 
<2>1D 
<2>3P)4P)5F 
<2>3P)4P)5D 
<2>1D)2D)ID 
>1D 
<2>1D)2D)ID 
<2>3P)4P)3F 
<2>3P)4P)5P 
<2>3P)4P)3P 
<2>1D)2D)3P 
<2>3P)4P)3D 
<2>1D)2D)3D 
<2>1D)2D)3D 
<2>1D)2D)3F 
<2>1D)2D)3D 
<:2>3P)4P)3D 
c0>lS)2S)3D 
<2>1D)2D)3P 
<2>1D)2D)3P 
<0>1S)2S)3D 
<2>3P)2P)3F 
>:2>3P)4P)3F 
<0>1S)2S)1D 
<2>3P)2P)1D 
<2>1D)2D)1D 
<2>3P)2P)3P 
<2>3P)2P)3D 
<2>3P)4P)3D 
<2>3P)2P)3P 
<2>1D)2D)1D 
<2>3P)2P)ID 
90% 4S 
82% 4s 
5% 4s 
35% 4s 
28% 4s 
58% 4s 
13% 4s 
90% 4s 
48% 4s 
14% 4S 
61% 4s 
13% 4s 
45% 4s 
12% 4s 
•i-iiS 4 s 
4p2 4d 
4p2 4d 
4p2 4d 
4p2 4d 
4p2 4d 
4p2 4d 
4p2 4d 
4p2 4d 
4p2 4d 
4p2 4d 
4p2 4d 
4p2 4d 
4p2 4d 
4p2 4d 
ip'i 4a 
+ 19% 4s2 4p2 <2>1D 
+ 19% 4s2 4p2 <2>3P 
+ 26% 4s 4p2 4d {(<2>3P)4P)3P 
+ 6% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)4P)5D 
+ 22% 4p4 <2>1D 
•f 5% 4s 4p2 4d ( (<2>3P)4P) 5F 
+ 28% 4s 4p2 4d ( (<2>3P)4P)5D 
+ 5% 4p4 <2>3P 
+ 41% 4S 4p2 4d ({<2>1D)2DI3F 
+ 25% 4p4 <2>3P 
+ 8% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)2P)3P 
+ 18% 4s 4p2 4d ((<0>1S)2S)3D 
+ 16% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)2P)3F 
+ 9% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3F 
+ 24% 4s 4p2 4d ((c2>3Pl2P)3F 
+ 15% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>1D)2D13F 
+ 36% 4s 4p2 4d ( (<2>3P)2P)3D 
+ 7% 4s 4p2 4d ( (<2>3P)4P) 3D 
+ 13% 4S 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3P 
+ 23% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3F 
+ 11% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)2P)3D 
+ 11% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)2P)3F 
+ 4% 4p4 <2>1D 
+ 15% 4p4 <2>1D 
+ 25% 4s 4p2 4d ( (<0>1S)2S)3D 
+ 5% 4s 4p2 4d ({cO>lS)2S)ID 
+ 4% 4p4 <2>3P 
+ 14% 4s 4p2 4d ((<0>1S)2S)ID 
<2>3P)4P) 
<2>3P)4P) 
<2>3P)4P) 
<2>3P)4P) 
<2>1D)2D) 
<2>3P)4P) 
<2>1D)2D) 
<2>1D)2D) 
<2>3P)4P) 
<0>1S)2S) 
<2>1D)2D) 
<2>1D)2D) 
<2>1D)2D) 
<2>3P)4P) 
<'2 >3P) 4P) 
5F + 
5D + 
5P 
3F 
3F 
5P + 
3F + 
3G + 
3D + 
3D + 
IF + 
3D + 
3D + 
3D + 
3F + 
9% 4s 4p2 4d 
9% 4s 4p2 4d 
( (<2>3P)4P)5D 
( (<2>3P)4P)5F 
+ 35% 4s 4p2 4d ( (<2>3P)4P)5P 
18% 4s 4p2 4d 
8% 4s 4p2 4d 
5% 4s 4p2 4d 
22% 4s 4p2 4d 
7% 4s 4p2 4d 
14% 4s 4p2 4d 
5% 4s 4p2 4d 
15% 4S 4p2 4d 
11% 4s 4p2 4d 
20% 4s 4p2 4d 
( (c2>3P)4P) 3F 
( (<2>3P)4PI5D 
( (<2>1D)2D)IF 
( (<2>1D)2D)3D 
((<2>1D)2D)IF 
((<2>3P)2P)IF 
((<2>1D)2D)3G 
((<2>1D)2D)3F 
( (<2>3P)2P)3F 
((<2>3P)2P)3F 
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535508.0 
542774.0 
553798.0 554256.0 -458.0 
584729.0 
440713.0 
451608.0 
498124.0 
516516.0 
527654.0 
544523.0 
445979.0 
499949.0 
+ 17% 4s 4p2 4d 
49% 4s 4p2 4d 
+ 11% 4s 4p2 4d 
38% 4s 4p2 4d 
+ 17% 4s 4p2 4d 
55% 4s 4p2 4d 
+ 12% 4s 4p2 4d 
78% 4S 4p2 4d 
92% 4s 4p2 4d 
86% 4s 4p2 4d 
+ 4% 4s 4p2 4d 
50% 4s 4p2 4d 
-1. 6% 4s 4p2 4d 
97% 4s 4p2 4d 
69% 4s 4p2 4d 
-1. 10% 4s 4p2 4d 
33% 4s 4p2 4d 
-f 28% 4s 4p2 4d 
79% 4s 4p2 4d 
+ 7% 4s 4p2 4d 
98% 4s 4p2 4d 
98% 4s 4p2 4d 
(<2>1D)2D)3F + 17% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3D 
(<0>1S)2S)3D + 24% 4s 4p2 4d ( 1 <2>3P)2Pi3F 
(c2>3P)4P)3D + 8% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3F 
(<2>3P)2P)3D + 27% 4s 4p2 4d ( (<2>3P)2P)3F 
{<0>1S)2S)3D + 8% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3F 
(<2>3P)2P)3D + 14% 4s 4p2 4d ({<2>3P)2P)3F 
(<0>1S)2S)3D + 8% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3D 
(<2>3P)2P)1F + 20% 4s 4p2 4d ((c2>1D)2D)IF 
(<2>3P)4P)5F + 8% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)4PiSD 
{ < 2 > 3 P ) 4 P ) 5 D + 7% 4 s 4p2 4d ( ( < 2 > 3 P ) 4 P ) 5 F 
(<2>1D)2D)3F 
(<2>3P)4P)3F + 41% 4s 4p2 4d ( (<r2 >1D) 2D) 3F 
(<2>3P)4P)5D 
(<2>1D)2D)3G 
(<2>1D)2D)1G + 14% 4s 4p2 4d ( (c2>1D)2D)3F 
(<2>3P)2P)3F + 7% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)4P)3F 
(<2>3P)4P)3F + 29% 4s 4p2 4d ( (<2>1D)2D)IG 
(<2>1D)2D)3F + 10% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>3P)2P)3F 
(c2>3P)2P)3F + 12% 4s 4p2 4d ((<2>1D)2D)3F 
(<2>3P)4P)3F 
(<2>3P)4P)5F 
(<2>1D)2D)3G 
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Table 5.3. Observed and least squares fitted levels for odd parity 
configurations in (cm"') of Y VIII 
E(obs) E(LSF) diff. LS-composition. 
0 212560.0 212696.0 -136.0 
326655.0 327183.0 -528.0 
448866.0 448848.0 18.0 
- 649089.0 
- 694133.0 
94% 43 4p3 (<1>2P)3P + 6% 4s2 4p 4d 3P 
94% 4s2 4p 4d 3P + 6% 4s 4p3 (<1?2P)3P 
100% 4s2 4p 5s 3P 
100% 4s2 4p 5d 3P 
100% 4s2 4p 6s 3P 
188741.0 188357.0 384.0 
214452.0 214005.0 447.0 
257372.0 257617.0 -245.0 
275555.0 275299.0 256.0 
319388.0 320099.0 -711.0 
329753.0 329714.0 39.0 
361500.0 360657.0 843.0 
450211.0 450230.0 -19.0 
468522.0 468518.0 4.0 
- 632046.0 
- 648019.0 
- 653444.0 
- 694674.0 
- 710764.0 
83% 4s 4p3 (<3>2D)3D + 8% 4s 4p3 (<1>2P)3P 
+ 7% 4s2 4p 4d 3D 
85% 4s 4p3 (<:1>2P)3P + 8% 4s 4p3 tc3>2D)3D 
+ 5% 4s2 4p 4d 3P 
55% 4s 4p3 (<3>4S)3S + 40% 4s 4p3 (<1>2P)IP 
49% 4s 4p3 (<1>2P)1P + 43% 4s 4p3 (<3>4S)3S 
+ 6% 4s2 4p 4d IP 
47% 4s2 4p 4d 3D 
50% 4s2 4p 4d 3P 
87* 4s2 4p 4d IP 
78% 4s2 4p 5s 3P 
78% 4s2 4p 5s IP 
73% 4s2 4p 5d 3D 
+ 12% 4s2 4p 5d 3P 
74% 4s2 4p 5d 3P 
+ 5% 4s2 4p 5d IP 
80% 4s2 4p 5d IP 
+ 6% 4s2 4p 5d 3D 
71% 4s2 4p 6s 3P 
71% 4s2 4p 6s IP 
+ 43% 4s2 4p 4d 3P 
+ 43% 4s2 4p 4d 3D 
+ 9% 4s 4p3 (<1>2P)1P 
+ 22% 4S2 4p 5s IP 
+ 22% 4S2 4p 5s 3P 
+ 15% 4s2 4p 5d IP 
+ 21% 4s2 4p 5d 3D 
+ 13% 4s2 4p 5d 3P 
+ 29% 4s2 4p 6s IP 
+ 29% 4S2 4p 6s 3P 
2 152155.0 152126.0 29.0 
188787.0 188572.0 215.0 
215030.0 215541.0 -511.0 
238394.0 238417.0 -23.0 
286209.0 285693.0 516.0 
311007.0 313568.0 -2561.0* 
323630.0 323817.0 -187.0 
331839.0 331691.0 148.0 
96% 4s 4p3 (<3>4S)5S 
80% 4s 4p3 (<3>2D)3D + 11% 4s 4p3 (<1>2PI3P 
+ 6% 4s2 4p 4d 3D 
70% 4s 4p3 {<1>2P)3P + 11% 4s 4p3 (<3>2D)3D 
+ 8% 4 B 4p3 (<3>2D)1D + 5% 4s2 4p 4d 3P 
65% 4s 4p3 (<3>2D)1D + 25% 4s2 4p 4d ID 
+ 9% 4s 4p3 (<1>2P)3P 
97% 4s2 4p 4d 3F 
39% 4S2 4p 4d 3P + 36% 4s2 4p 4d ID 
+ 13% 4s 4p3 (<3>2D)1D + 9% 4s2 4p 4d 3D 
35% 4s2 4p 4d ID + 28% 4s2 4p 4d 3P 
* 20% 4s2 4p 4d 3D + 11% 4s 4p3 (<3>2D)1D 
63% 4s2 4p 4d 3D + 27% 4s2 4p 4d 3P 
+ 5% 4 B 4p3 (<3>2D>3D 
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464815.0 464819.0 -4-0 100% 4s2 4p 5S 3P 
- 628663.0 - 5H 4s2 4p 5d 3F + 29% 4s2 4p 5d ID 
- 631198.0 - 44% 4s2 4p 5d 3D + 30% 4s2 4p 5d 3P 
+ 19% 4s2 4p 5d ID + 7% 4s2 4p 5d 3F 
643007.0 643436.0 -429.0 43% 4s2 4p 5d ID + 30% 4s2 4p 5d 3D 
+ 26% 4s2 4p 5d 3F 
- 647421.0 - 67% 4s2 4p 5d 3P + 24% 4s2 4p 5d 3D 
+ 9% 4s2 4p 5d ID 
709561.0 - 100% 4s2 4p 6s 3P 
3 191888.0 192322.0 -434.0 93% 4s 4p3 (<3>2D)3D + 7% 4s2 4p 4d 3D 
293927.0 291238.0 2689.0* 98% 4s2 4p 4d 3F 
331320.0 331021.0 299.0 89% 4s2 4p 4d 3D + 7% 4s 4p3 (,:3>2D)3D 
355506.0 355907.0 -401.0 97% 4s2 4p 4d IF 
- 631813.0 - 56% 4s2 4p 5d 3F + 28% 4s2 4p 5d 3D 
+ 16% 4s2 4p 5d IF 
645281.0 644853.0 428.0 64% 4s2 4p 5d 3D + 36% 4s2 4p 5d 3F 
- 650984.0 - 84% 4s2 4p 5d IF + 9% 4s2 4p 5d 3F 
+ 7% 4s2 4p 5d 3D 
4 - 2 9 9 6 1 4 . 0 - 100% 4s2 4p 4d 3F 
- 6 4 5 3 5 9 . 0 - 100% 4s2 4p 5d 3F 
• Not included in tlie least-squares fit-
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-h Table 5.4. Least squares fitted (LSF) energy parameters (in cm') 
of even parity configurations of Y VIII 
Configuration Parameter 
4S2 4p2 
4p4 
4s 4p2 
4s2 4p2 -4p4 
4s2 4p2 -4S 4p2 
4p4 -4s 4p2 
E0(4s2 
F2( 4p, 
4p2) 
, 4p) 
al£a( 4p) 
zeta ( ' 
E0(4p4: 
F2( 4p 
alfa( ' 
zeta( ' 
4d EO (4s ' 
F2( 4p 
alfa( • 
zeta{ ' 
zeta ( ' 
F2( 4p, 
Gl( 4s 
G2( 4s 
Gl( 4p 
G3( 4p 
Rl( 4s 
4d Rl( 4s 
R2( 4s 
4d Rl( 4p 
IP) 
1 
, 4p) 
IPI 
IP) 
tp2 4d) 
, 4p) 
»P) 
4p) 
Id) 
, 4d) 
, 4p) 
, 4d) 
, 4d) 
, 4d) 
4s, 
4P, 
, 4p, 
, 4p, 
4p, 
4p 
4d, 
4s, 
4p) 
4d) 
4p) 
4d) 
LSF 
26040 
67644 
0 
10238 
459600 
78900 
0 
11458 
S03235 
69203 
0 
9845 
791 
62417 
82120 
53496 
67274 
38913 
59212 
53489 
40494 
53380 
7 
9 
0 
1 
1 
8 
0 
3 
9 
2 
0 
1 
8 
2 
3 
1 
2 
7 
2 
7 
5 
4 
Accuracy 
249 0 
1258 0 
(fixed) 
309 0 
592 0 
1846 0 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
165 0 
1801 0 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
1558 0 
677 0 
2375 0 
794 0 
1733 0 
795 0 
718 0 
544 0 
717 0 
HF 
30199 
83113 
9735 
442449 
82978 
9684 
503013 
83424 
9845 
791 
73310 
110690 
68233 
91765 
57491 
110121 
99479 
75310 
99275 
0 
9 
2 
2 
4 
5 
2 
5 
1 
8 
5 
2 
8 
9 
4 
7 
2 
8 
8 
LSF/HF 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
814 
052 
052 
951 
183 
009 
830 
000 
000 
851 
742 
784 
733 
677 
538 
538 
538 
538 
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Configuration Parameter liSF Accuracy HF LSF/HF 
4s 4p3 EO(4S 4p3) 
F2( 4p, 4p) 
alfa( 4p) 
zeta( 4p) 
Gl( 4s, 4p) 
4S2 4p 4d &0(4s2 4p 4d) 
zeta( 4p) 
zeta( 4d) 
F2( 4p, 4d) 
Gl( 4p, 4d) 
G3( 4p, 4d) 
4s2 4p 5d E0(4s2 4p 5d) 
zeta( 4p) 
zeta( 5d) 
F2( 4p, 5d) 
Gl( 4p, 5d) 
G3( 4p, 5d) 
4S2 4p 5s EO(4s2 4p 5s) 
zeta( 4p) 
Gl( 4p, 5s) 
4s2 4p 6s EO(4s2 4p 6s) 
zeta( 4p) 
Gl( 4p, 6s) 
4s 4p3 -4s2 4p 4d Rl( 4p, 4p, 4s, 4d) 
4s 4p3 -4S2 4p 5d Rl( 4p, 4p, 4s, 5d) 
4s 4p3 -4S2 4p 5S Rl( 4p, 4p 4S, 5s) 
4S 4p3 -4S2 4p 6s Rl( 4p, 4p, 4s 6s) 
4s2 4p 4d -4s2 4p 5d R0( 4p, 4d, 4p, 5d) 
R2( 4p, 4d, 4p, 5d) 
Rl( 4p, 4d, 5d, 4p) 
R3( 4p, 4d, 5d, 4p) 
4s2 4p 4d -4s2 4p 5s R2( 4p, 4d, 4p, Ss) 
Rl( 4p, 4d, 5s, 4p) 
4s2 4p 4d -4s2 4p 6s R2{ 4p, 4d, 4p, 6s) 
Rl( 4p, 4d, 6s, 4p) 
4s2 4p 5d -4s2 4p 5s R2( 4p, 5d, 4p, 5s) 
Rl( 4p, 5d, 5s 4p) 
217299 
63907 
-397 
11410 
82830 
313994 
9768 
780 
65174 
75305 
47180 
641449 
10245 
304 
21511 
9243 
7228 
460831 
10654 
7934 
704833 
10286 
2525 
79966 
26544 
3320 
334 
0 
14926 
22689 
15202 
-6353 
400 
-4522 
-1672 
18026 
4595 
3 
4 
1 
1 
5 
8 
2 
9 
8 
9 
6 
5 
5 
6 
0 
0 
2 
5 
6 
9 
2 
5 
4 
3 
7 
5 
6 
0 
5 
4 
1 
9 
3 
2 
6 
4 
9 
495 0 
1478 0 
147 0 
501 0 
601 0 
448 0 
586 0 
(fixed) 
2091 0 
1072 0 
671 0 
437 0 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
330 0 
465 0 
1605 0 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
(fixed) 
1903 0 
632 0 
79 0 
8 0 
0 0 
355 0 
540 0 
362 0 
-151 0 
-10 0 
-108 0 
40 0 
429 0 
109 0 
220801 
83041 
9707 
110231 
324349 
9876 
781 
73030 
91245 
57167 
647866 
10245 
304 
25307 
12324 
9637 
469806 
10177 
9970 
704831 
10286 
3367 
98995 
32861 
4110 
414 
0 
18478 
28088 
18819 
-7865 
-495 
-5598 
-2070 
22316 
5689 
8 
9 
6 
8 
9 
5 
0 
0 
6 
1 
5 
5 
6 
2 
1 
6 
7 
0 
2 
1 
6 
2 
4 
4 
6 
2 
0 
5 
6 
8 
9 
7 
4 
6 
1 
6 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
003 
770 
175 
751 
979 
989 
000 
892 
825 
825 
996 
000 
000 
850 
750 
750 
989 
047 
796 
006 
000 
750 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
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4s2 4p 5d -4s2 4p 6s R2( 4p, 5d, 4p, 6s) 
Rl( 4p, 5d, 6s, 4p) 
4s2 4p Ss -4s2 4p 6s RO( 4p, Ss, 4p, 6s) 
Rl( 4p, 5s, 6s, 4p) 
1636 9 
1879 5 
0 0 
4453 4 
39 0 
45 0 
0 0 
106 0 
2026 4 
2326 8 
0 0 
5513 1 
0 80. 
0 80 
0 80 
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